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I. Introduction 
In the treatment of atoms or molecules with many electrons, the ac-
curate quantum theory involving solution of the wave equation in many 
dimensional space is far too complicated to be practicable. One must 
therefore resort to approximate methods. The best of these is Hartree's 
method of the self-consistent field. 33 Even this is hardly practicable 
when one has . to deal with many electrons, so that a simpler and rougher 
method is required. The chemist more than the physicist often derives 
valuable assistance from the semiquantitative sort of information which 
the cruder methods are capable of yielding. 
Such a method is provided by the Fermi-Thomas atomic model.22 •77 
28 This model has been used successfully in the treatment of atoms, but 
very little attempt has been made to extend it to the treatment of even 
1 
the simplest molecules. The present research is concerned with its appli-
cation to two types of simple molecules: the diatomic molecule, exempli-
fied by iodine chloride, and the tetrahedral molecule, methane. It is 
shown that the Fermi-Thomas model as applied to iodine chloride permits 
the calculation of a dipole moment of the molecule, from the electron 
density; which comparee favorably in magnitude with the measured and has 
·the expected sense. 
For methane, the method gives the electron density for the entire 
molecule, and the dipole moment of the carbon-hydrogen bond can be calcu-
lated. The result obtained is in line with several wave-mechanical 
calculations. 
2 
II. Statistical Theory 
Dirac16 has shown how the Fermi-~homas model may be justified theoret-
ically by basing its foundation in the Hartree Self-Consistent ]'ield Method. 
This method will be outlined6 and it will be indicated how the Fermi-Thomas 
method derives from that of Hartree. 
The self-consistent field method is an iterative process of solving 
the differential equations of the Hartree approximation. As a first approx-
imation, some potential V1 is chosen. The equations are solved, and from 
the solutions a second potential V2 is computed. This process is continued 
until two successive potentials are equal. Although any function' could be 
used as the potential, to simplify the calculation, it has been found that 
the most useful and least complicated first approximation to the potential 
is the Fermi-Thomas statistical solution, in that it is close to the 
Hartree potential. 
1,6,79 According to classical mechanics, a mechanical system with a 
single degree of freedom can be defined absolutely by giving its position 
and momentum at some time. If we consider a coordinate system with 
position and momentum as axes, the mechanical system can be represented by 
a point in this system. The space in which this point represents a system, 
is called phase space. ]'or a mechanical system of f degrees of freedom, a 
conceptual 2f dimensional phase space with f coordinate axes and f momentum 
axes may be constructed. If the point in phase space is taken to represent 
a state of the system then the various states of the system may be repre-
sented by a ttcloud" of phase points. The density of phase points at some 
region of phase space, then defines the probability of the system being 
in the corresponding state represented by a point in that region. 
By considering the change in density with time at a fixed point in 
phase space one can obtain Liouville's Theorem which states that 
where 
f'.: deYI$',-f.'( 
'h "" po-.ition 
-f : 1'\'10 111\e 111t-t.A.VI\ 
and 
~ .. ::. ~ 
d.t 
fr ::. 
* 
(I) 
('l.,) 
()) 
('+) 
C~) 
3 
From Liouville's Theorem the theorems of conservation of density and volume 
(extension) in phase can be deduced, 
( 'c5) 
where 
'bN",. vol ... .....,e. \v- 'Y\to..t.e. ..:ro.ee sw.all eM4~ so ttJ-
J e'Jico 'i-\-t '"' c.&,..,'i>~.;t- \.'fl'i. i Aq. '.t ceq 
Equation (7) gives the rate of change of the density in the neighborhood 
of a specific moving phase point whereas (1) gives the rate of change of 
density at a fixed point. Equation (8 ) states that any extension in phase 
space with moving boundaries would retain a constant volume as time proceeds. 
Its shape woul d in general change with time and might become so "filamentous" 
so as to extend into many different parts of phase space. 
Instead of considering one system distributed over a number of states, 
we may consider the cloud of phase points a s representing a collection of 
4 
a large number N of identical independent systems of the same structur e as 
the one of interest. This collection is called an ensemble of systems. ~hese 
two interpretations may be best understood by considering the following 
integrals, with ~normalized ac cording to, 
s ... s ~ J~, (I o) 
~ ... ~ \> d.~ . . . Jf~ ,. N (I') 
and correspondingly for a function ~of the dynamical variables, the integral, 
gives the average value of oe for one system, and for the ensemble. 
In order for the average value of some variable over phase space to 
be of physical interest, the ensemble average must be shown to be the same 
as the time average of the motion of the system. This equivalence is in-
82,83 ferred from the quasi-ergodic hypothesis, which states that every 
(a-z.) 
value in phase space consistent with the energy of the system is ultimately 
approached infinitely closely. 
A constant of integration of the equations of motion of a dynamical 
system is called •ta constant of the motion11 .53 This quantity is thus 
independent of the time. If the density is a function of a constant of the 
motion, it can be shown through use of (1), to not vary with time. Also 
the average value of the properties of the systems will be time invariant, 
from Eq. (12). An ensemble of this type is in statistical equilibrium, 
81 
since the original distribution in phase spa ce ~ is permanently maintained. 
The Heisenberg uncertainty principle affords the vehicle for transition 
from statistical mechanics to quantum mechanics. 
5 
(13) 
where h is Planck's constant and Llb 
the conjugate position and momentum. 
and A1p are the uncertainties in 
For a system of f degrees of freedom, 
the analogous expression to (13) is, 
In classical mechanics all the positional coordinates and momenta could be 
determined exactly. In quantum mechanics, a state which is defined by 
~· · · · f~ can be located only with the uncertainty h ~. Then 'VI .f- can be 
regarded as the volume in phase space corresponding to a quantum mechanical 
I-~ 
state, and n is the density of states in phase space. 
III. The Fermi-Thomas Method 
The correspondence between a cell in phase space of volume l, + and 
a discrete quantum mechanical state is the foundation of the statist i ca l 
22 treatment of many electron systems. The method was developed by Fermi 
and Thomas~7 The essential idea is that since the electrons in an atom 
0 
occupy a region of roughly 1-2 A in radius, the electron density is very 
21+ 
high, of the order of 10 /co. As a first approximation, the electrons 
i n the atom may be considered as an electron gas. In view of its high 
density, the electron gas is considered to be a completely degenerate Fermi-
* 40,47 Dirac g.as. From this consideration, the electron density may be 
related to the potential, and substitution in Poisson's equation of electro-
statics69 is sufficient to determine the potential itself. 
* ~'he term degeneracy is used as an indication of the deviation of the proper-
ties of a g.as treated quantum statistically from those of an ideal gas 
treated by classical statistics. 
6 
Before considering the quantum mechanical analogue of the phase density, 
8,19 
i.~ •• the density matrix, it should be noted that the concept of phase 
space, strictly speaking, , has no meaning in quantum mechanics, because the 
uncertainty principle does not permit the simultaneous assignment of the 
coordinates of a point in phase space. This difficulty may be traced to 
a more fundamental mathematical difference, i.e., the non-commutativity of 
conjugate coordinates and momenta in quantum mechanics. (It can be shown 
that the. non-commutation of canonical coordinates and momenta leads to 
the uncertainty principl/). In classical mechanics the ~It and f~c are 
merely algebraic quantities, and commute, i.~. 
In quantum mechanics, bm~ever, these quantities are defined as, 
~~ = ~~ 
"f~o: ";;. h J_ ----: ~t .. Z1f'-
(1&) 
(17 
and it can easily be shown that they do not commute. In the Fermi-Thomas 
) 
statistical. analysis, which we will call semi-classical, the non-commutation 
is neglected. The neglect of non-commutation is the method of transition 
from quantum mechanics to the statistical theory, in that the density is 
then a function of the algebraic quantities ~~ and f'c-, ~(~)f). The 
·density is then the phase density. If 'n"~ is taken as the unit volume in 
phase space, then E'Ct)i'J defines the probable number of electrons per 
volume h~ of phase space. From Eq. (14), ~~is regarded as the volume in 
phase space corresponding to one quantum mechanical state. At equilibrium, 
the statistical distribution is maintained, and thus the density must 
7 
essentially remain constant in the regions of phase space corresponding to 
a quantum mechanical state, that is, the density may be considered constant 
in regions of phase space of the order of magnitude of h + • 
The density matrix may be introduced in terms of the new notation for 
quantum mechanics, originated by Dirao.17 Dirac has taken the symbol for 
a bracket < ) and broken it up into two parts < \ , I )> which represent 
vectors which are labeled as follows: 
I) 
(I bro... 
A letter is placed inside these symbols to distinguish them from others, _i.e., 
( x I• 1 x>. The scalar product of these vectors is written as, 
(;a.o) 
A wave function in the Schrodinger notation~ n(x), in the Dirac notation 
is written as, 
c :u ") 
To delve an~ further into the notation a knowledge of representation theory 
would be required. Consider that Pn is the probability that a dynamical 
system is in the nth state at the time t, of a certain set of states 
accessible to it, indexed by n. This st~te may be written as \ M ·,t). It 
is often more convenient to deal with quantities called representatives of 
states. These are usually sets of numbers which have analggous ·mathematical 
propertie.s to the states themselves. The representative of the state 1m -_t > 
may be formed by taking its scalar product with some dynamical variable, ~ , I 
called an observable. A wave function will then be written as (~' \m·,t):. ~ ..... t-('-'). 
The probability that [ (operator) has a value in the range J. t 1 at ~ 1 
is I<~' 1 > 11. • For the distribution in the present case, the corresponding 
probability will be, 
g 
(22.) . 
Let us now consider a quantum mechanical operator, ~ • call it the quantum 
density operator and define it by the expression 
where Pn is a number, and it can be shown that 
Rather than work with the quantum density operator itself, let us consider 
its representative. The representative of an operator may be constructed 
by multiplying it on the left by the bra .( ~ 1 1 and on the right by the 
kat I~"> where S is an observable, and ~ 1 and ~" denote di:f'f'ereri.t values 
of ~ • ~lJle representative of' '? is then from (23), 
< s ·' ~ ~~·· > "' :z <~· ,()'\ ·,-t: > r,.,., <'"·,t, ~ .. > 
,....., 
If' we write out explicitly the set of' numbers <§'I~\~'), we obtain 
<s~l~l~.i> 
<~2.1 q 1~ 1) 
(~ 3 IE'I~j) 
~s~l ~' s~> 
< ~ l.l P I ~ ~> 
< ~'3 \ <9 1~1.> 
< 51.\Q'\~3) 
<~~~~~~~> 
<f:3\Z5 1~3> 
This array of' course is a matrix giving the various values of the repre-
sentative of the quantum density operator. The diagonal elements of' the 
matrix have the form (~ • \~I~') , t.e.. 1 
< ~ '\ E> \\') = L <~ • \m /t > 'P_... (m ·,-t:; I~') 
...... 
(Z. 7) 
9 
or if we are concerned on~ with absolute values, 
Comparing (27) with (22), it can be seen that, for the dynamical system 
distributed over n states in time, the probability that the observable ~ 
have values in ds' at ~ 1 (22), is formally the same as the diagonal element 
of the representative of the quantum density operator ~ (27). The expres-
sion (25 ) is called the density matrix. 
The equation of motion of the density operator · (( may be obtained by 
differentiating (23) with respect to time, 
The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian operator including the time, is given by 
~ (-t) = L-t _L ot 
We may then write (2 8) as, 
'1; ~ E'- :g ~ H f,..·,t> 'PM <~·,+J - ,,.,·,t'>R- <~ ·,t: I H f 
= ~P-E'4 
Eq. (30) is called the commutator of f and H, and is denoted by [ H ;~] _. 
If we use the Hartree approx imation, the Hamiltonian is composed of two 
parts, 
where Vis the part of the Hamiltonian neglecting the interaction between 
electron~ and B the operator due to the interaction potential between the 
electrons. These quantities will be more fully discussed l ater. 'l'he 
density matrix is determined by (30) and (30a). Ji'orma.lly it is not nee-
(-:so ) 
essary to introduce the individual wave functions defining the total electron 
10 
density, so that the number of electrons involved is immaterial; thus we 
can deal with any number of electrons by introducing the density operator. 
The Pauli exclusion principle requires that the number of electrons 
in each state be 0, 1, 2, neglecting spin. Then the classical phase density, 
for each point of phase space, must have the values 0, 1, 2. Thus the 
3 
number of electrons per phase volume h must not exceed two. If the ground 
state of an atomic system is considered, all the electrons will be in their 
lowest energy states, and the region of phase space occupied by the electrons 
3 . 
will be filled to the maximum density, (2 electrons per phase volume, h ). 
There will thus be a sharp boundary surface between the occupied region of 
phase space and the empty region. It is the equation of this boundar.y sur-
face that must be determined. 
For a stationary state d~ : () and ~ P... :o. e and Pn are constants. 
ot d1:. 
From Eq. (30) it can be seen that for a stationar.y state, 
[H , ~ J _ ~ o 
and thus H and e commute. The fact that two variables commute simply 
means that one is a f~nction of the other, and hence ~ is a function of H. 
Therefore, the equation of the boundary surface, which was one of constant 
~ , is also a surface of constant H • The problem thus resolves itself 
finally into the correct classical transcription of the Hamiltonian, H • 
This will lead to an expression of ~in terms of the potential which when 
substituted into Poisson's equation, yields the Fermi-Thomas equation, 
from which the potential can be determined • 
. The density matrix was defined previously as 
where (b\I'Y'I\) and(IYY'''t'') denote wave functions and .P,... the probability that 
the system under study is in the mth state of a certain set of states 
accessible to it. 
Any continuous function f (x) for which the integral 
-s ~ ~()<) ) cl. )( 
-oob ' 15 85 
exists (Dirichlet conditions), can be expanded in a Fourier integral. 
Fourier's integral gives a trigonometrical representation of a function 
f (x) which is defined in the whole interval-.o .<.x < o0 and is not subject 
to any condition of periodicity• 
The density matrix may be expanded in a Fourier integral, i.e., 
where the bar beneath O or i> is vector notation. By the ordinary rules 
for the inversion of Fourier integrals, the equations can be solved in a 
form to permit the calculation of f in terms of the density matrix, 
An identical relationship holds for every quantal operator ~ and 
its classica l transcript.10 Applying this to B, one obtains, 
where 
< D' \ S \ ~·· ) is defined as follows: 
< U' I 13 I ~" > ; e" ~ ( f-D") r~ ~; ,1 ~ ~J;' > & r· 
and ~ (\)l...D") is the Dirac delta function, 18 i.e., 
ca ~oo~c~·-~··)&o"-=-, J t'=D" 
~Ct'-[)") ~o J a'~ t" 
ll 
12 
then 
Noting that 
The above expression reduces to 
5 J~·" s B ( q '.>-~=>') ":. ~ p ( 9. Ill f''') df '" \) ' h ~ I D'- D .. · l ' u ) (LIJ ) 
From this expression it can be seen that g l<t'.>·f') is independent of 
-p' , and '"~e may write simply B c~~ 
This expression BCt•) is simply the potential due to a distribution 
of electrons of density ~ (t'''rf"') per phase volume h3 • 
The explicit form of ~ ( f >f') is required, for which, the assumption .. 
has been made that for each~' , phase space is separated into the saturated 
and empty regions according as the magnitude of 1r' is less than or greater 
than a certain momentum "P, which of course dep:OOs on t' . The maximum 
3 
value of ~ for the saturated region will be 1 or 2 electrons per volume h , 
depending on whether or not we consider spin. In this derivation spin is 
ignored, eo that 
'-() L l C_t') 
\ y' I '> I L]') 
13 
then 8 fr'rf 0 reduces to 
since, 
ZlrtJ 
J e(z-~rJaf"'" 1· ~ ,.,- ?'rrJ (114 ) 
0 
where .f {0') = radius of momentum sphere. 
The transcription of the individual particle operator U is simply 
+ 
The constant energy value at the boundary, namely, 
= constant 
Applying the Laplacian operator, we have 
or 
or 
'72u[~')r) =-- ~LBC~~) 
The potential term in U , i.e., ~Cr), satisfies Laplace's 
equation, q2....~=-0 , since it is the potential of a single particle, in a 
region in which no charges exist; \> -;::.. o , excluding the region of the 
singularity. 
/3{f') satisfies Poisson 1 s equation, <:::72.. \3=- .<~11eL.~C..t) since it is the 
14 
potential of a continuous distribution of electricity with density f(6') • 
Then 
where 
thus 
If we group together the ordinary potential terms in equa tion (46) 
in the form -~ V and express H l t, .> 'P )~ £. then the maximum momentum 
is given by 
- e ~ =-
or 
Substituting in t he expression for 
we obtain 
It can be shown t hat for a neutral system f -=- o , where - ~ f ::. 
the maximum energy, and thus 
q2.. \J -:. '32.IT.._e • (-z.,.,..,e V) '51""-
~h~ 
(s-:z.) 
(_ns) 
15 
This i s the Thomas-Fermi equation for the potential, the fundamental 
equation of the t heory. 
This is the form of the theory which will be applied here. 
IV. Advances in Theorv 
There have been further t heoretical advances, since the basic Fermi-
Thomas equation was obtained, notably the inclusion of exchange, resulting 
24 in the Fermi-Thomas-Dirac equation. Many other modifications have been 
made and are conveniently summarized in a book by Gombas. 28 
More recently Plaskett57 has derived a new Fermi-Thomas formula 
giving a proof which he believes overcomes previous difficulties, in that 
the approximations made in the derivation of the differential equation 
are more of a mathematical than a physical nature. However he found it 
possible to prove the new Fermi-Thomas formula in one dimension only, for 
the non-spherically symmetric case. 
V. Previous Application of the Fermi-Thomas Method 
A. The Atom 
Applica tion of the Fermi-Thomas model and its modifica tions although 
2 8 
many and varied, have been almost exclusively limited to atoms. 
The atomic solution will be presented here and discussed only briefly 
to illustrate the more important points.149 Only neutral systems will be 
discussed, although positive ions can be treated by the theory. 
The basic equation is 
The boundary conditions that the potential function \1 must satisfy 
are the following. If the atom is of atomic number 1:: , then for small 
values of r, V is very nearly equal to ~ the potential of a charge ~:.e 
r 
thus the boundary condition 
Y~O 
is valid. 
16 
On the other hand, if the total number of electrons in the atom is ~ , 
then 
over all space, 
where N:: 1:- for a neutral atom. 
It is convenient here to introduce a change of variable. 
Let 
and 
~ --
Then with these substitutions, the Fermi-Thomas equation becomes 
(\ >o) 
The boundary condition (60 ) is now replaced by 
J,;.,. c/>(f)-=1 
~-+0 
It is of course assumed. here that the charge distribution in the atom 
is spherically symmetric. This is of course not always true. Although the 
17 
Fermi-Thomas model cannot take into account any asymmetry in the distri-
bution, it is possible to treat the inner electrons statistically (Fermi-
Thomas) and consider the outer valence electrons quantum mechanically. 
The solution of equation (65) presents some difficulty; it is non-
linear and involves a singularity at ~ ~ o • Furthermore the boundary con-
ditions cannot be satisfied directly, since one must be satisfied at the 
,. 
singular point ~:-o and the other at ~=--oO. Since{> is infinite at 
~ =- o , it is not possible to use a Taylor expansion, in the neighborhood 
of the origin; inst ead we use an expansion of the form 
This expansion is obtained by a method of successive approximations, and is 
rapidly convergent near 4>:. 1, ~ o;:;... o 
With this form for the function ~ we have 
l. 'I 'J~ ( ) Cf 11 ~ ~ a.t;;,- z.r"2..b +-~c.~ -+C.d~ +- 0 ~'3h.-
(Note: 0 C ~.,,'l-) =- terms of order ~ "3/L..) 
so that equating the two expressions we obtain 
The coefficients of higher powers in the expansion have been determined by 
1. 
Eaker; he finds that for small values of~,~ is given approximately by 
This solution is dimensionless and hence is universal for all atoms. 
Numerical solutions of this equation for larger values of s have 
1 
been obtained by J:laker and also by Bush and Gald.well5 at Massachusetts 
18 
Institute of Technology, using the differential analyzer. Bush and Caldwell 
also checked Baker's hand calculated values to 1%. It is found that there 
is only one solution of equation (65) which tends uniformly to zero as 
1,4 ..o , the one corresponding to a value Y't\ 1 = 1.58856·; · in equation (71). 
When m exceeds the critical value m1 , the curve cuts the g axis at a point 
~o; and when m .t. m1 , the curve decreases steadily to a minimum point 
( \"", ~-), then increases steadily to infinity as ~ approaches a certain 
. value a, and finally decreases to zero as ~ ~ oo • (See Fig. 1). The 
physical interpretations given to t he three classes of solutions mentioned, 
are 
neutral a tom 
positive ion 
metals 
It is found that the solution m = m1 obeys the conservation condition 
S fH ( )( 1 d, j) J.~ = -j (4-f:tJ..,,c h"-m&.r) 
with the total number of electrons in the system equal to the atomic number, 
and hence this sol ution corresponds to the neutral atom. The solutions 
m) m1 , considering only positive ~ , obey the condition 
Sm (x,1•;)JJ.~= f' 
where t' is the number of electrons in the system and :J. ''- 1:, and hence 
correspond to positive ions, with the value ~o taken as the radius of the 
ion. It is also f ound that the maximum energy of the electrons in the ion 
is negative, and hence, electrons cannot escape from the ion. The existence 
of stable negative ions is not possible on the basis of the Fermi-Thomas 
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approximation; it is found that for~') 1:. (m <: m1 ), the energy maximum is 
greater than zero. Also there is no criterion for choosing one of the 
whole family of curves mi. m1 over any other. It has been found however that 
the solutions m l m1 can be correlated formally with metals with appropriate 
lattices. The lattice parameter (radius of spherical cell) is determined 
by the condition that the total charge in the cell be zero (neutral). Thus 
at the outer boundary of the spherical cell, the electric field must vanish, 
or JV I d\' = o , which in terms of ~ and ~ becomes ~ 1 ~ <\> / ~ • The inter-
pretation of this condition is simply that the tangent to the curve of ~ 
against ~ , at the distance ~:. ~ ,.. (radius of cell) should pass through 
... the origin, and ~ determines the outer boundary of the cell. 
As an example of the kind of results obtained by the Fermi-Thomas method, 
Figs. 2 and 3 show the density of electrons in the heavy atom Hg. The 
electron density is readily calculated from equation (44) once the wave 
function ~ defined by equation (64) has been found by numerical integration 
of the non-linear differential equation {65). The full curve shows the 
radial charge density calculated in this way and the dashed curve that cal-
culated by the method of the self-consistent field. 
This method cannot be expected to account for the periodic properties 
of the elements, which means the relative success or failure in different 
applications is largely determined by the type of physical quantity con-
sidered. Hence, although charge distributions calculated by the Fermi-
Thomas method lack the shell structure found in better approximations, they 
still constitute within limits, a reasonable averaged or smeared approxi-
mation. For different atoms the Fermi-Thomas solutions differ only in scale. 
The reason for agreement between the Fermi-Thomas and Hartree solutions is 
that, in fact, the gross change in charge distribution with increasing 
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atomic number, is actually a fairly uniform change in scale.11 Similarly 
it is found that the agreement with total atomic binding energies is better 
than just order of magnitude, (consistently about 25..-30% lol'rer than the 
experimental values for the heavier atoms). Galc~lated ionization energies 
11 
are very poor. 
B. The Molecule 
The statistical theory of the molecule has not been developed to 
the degree of that of the atom or crystal. i~is is because in molecules 
spherical symmetry is lost, and in the worst cases, there is not even axial 
symmetry. The ma.thematical treatment of the problem then becomes much more 
difficult if not impossible. Thus only in special cases, has it been pos-
sible to treat molecules. 
Molecules can be divided into three groups according to their type 
of binding: heteropolar molecu'les (ionic molecules), where the bond is 
essentially electrostatic between ions of opposite charges; homopolar 
molecules (atomic molecules), in which the atoms are bound through quantum 
mechanics.! exchange forces; and finally van der Waals molecules, in which 
the atoms are bound by van der Waal 1 s forces. There are obviously inter-
mediate cases. 
We will concern ourselves here with molecules which are usually con-
sidered covalent in chemistry. 
The basic problem for molecules, as for atoms, is the determination 
of the potential and electron distribution, which are obtained from the 
solution of the basic statistical equation, the Fermi-Thomas ~quation. 
The solution of this equation for a polyatomic molecule, usually leads to 
insurmountable mathematical difficulties. 
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1. The Homonuclear Diatomic Molecule -- Hund 
Hund35 in 1932 attacked the simplest case, the homonuclear diatomic 
molecule. Until recently, t his paper remained the only serious attempt to 
apply the Fermi-Thoma-s model to molecules which were considered covalent. 
In the atomic case it has been noted that the Fermi-Thomas equation 
'V ,_ \) :.. c.'. \} 3 I ,__ (-u.) 
could be reduced to dimensionless form, i.e., 
This is not possible for molecules, as will be shown. 
Gonsider a homonuclear diatomic molecule with a tomic number f and 
internuclear distance ~o ':; 7.. c1. • It will be shown that one parameter will 
have to be introduced which depends on the special case, being studied. 
To solve the basic equation 
Hund set 
and introduced in place of the coordinates x, y, z and distances from 
nucleus 1, r; and nucleus 7.., Y~, the corresponding terms divided by a, i.e., 
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If we substitute the above terms into the basic equation and define 
' '&. 
-v as '<:J..,_ with x, y, z replaced by :x', y', z 1 , we obtain,~"&.~ ~"'/a.~, and 
where 
The boundary conditions are now 
\} ~ ~(!I"· ...-,~o 
V-4 ;.e.(y~ 1'~~0 (-rs ~ 
or in terms of & 
fj __,. '/r;' I h ~0 EtC?) 
{} ~ 1/fi.' t""z.' ~ l> 
The solution of (77) for the neutral molecule, must satisfy the 
condition that 
The approach taken by Hund is to find a function ~(~. 1 ) + <9' (r'2-1 ), 
which best satisfies the differential equation so that we set 
where ~ is a small correction term. Substituting the above value for S 
in the basic equation, we obtain 
'.;;:]7-t~-(r,'J +- 'q'\.6{~') 4- '<:::71..~ =- ~ ~cr:} ~~cr.,') 
~~ - 60 Expanding 8 using the binomial theorem, and neglecting t ·erms beyond 
the first two 
~ ~ ~tr,•) + ~~-~~31\ *. ;_ ~ ~(h') •~(r,•j 'h 
(<is!>-~4-J 
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or 
where 
ft-:: ~ ~ [&CA-.' )+<%-211 J '}2-
B -= ~ [ ~r-,') ~ @Cr-21' )] 31~ .... c:t "l..&. [h,) - ~ 4 62 (rz!) 
The first approximation ~Cr.') +~'r2.1 ) , which best satisfies the equation 
(77) and associated boundary conditions is found by Hund in the following 
manner. 
In the immediate vicinity of each nucleus, the electron distribution 
and potential are spherically symmetric and differ only slightly from the 
distribution in the free atom. Thus in the vicinity of each nucleus, the 
solution for the free atom may be substituted for 61. This solution was 
tabulated by Baker and Bush and Caldwell as ~C\) which in our notation 
I!.IB.y be written as ~ 6e·b t. •) or ~(~'Lb r.,.1 j and we may substitute 
~ (~ 1./3+-/) 
r, 
ac..-,·) -:: ¢ ttz.'3~-'z:J 
1-z.' 
Thus in the vicinity of a nucleus, the sum 
h' 
is a useful approximation. 
At a very great distance from both nuclei the electron distribution 
must be essentially that of an atom with double the single nuclear charge. 
Then for c9( r-,') ~ tJ6-z.') , one may write 
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%-' 
or 
I 
-1-:' I 
(The term J_ '!3 arises from substituting J.. f: for f: in s . where 
For all apace Hund then wrote the first approximation in the following 
form, 
8(r.') -1- dl(t-"z') ~ ..L 
t;' 
(91-) 
I 
where -\-Cr~) is an interpolation function, which for Yc: =o has the value 
unity and whose derivative is zero. 
J 
and is continuous between ~- :.. o 
I For t"'t: ::. oc it has the value 
and o<:> • 
Hund defines this inte~polation function as follows, 
)11. -J. :z ''J r-~ 1... 
). "Z..+- t"~ 2. 
I. 
'/ 3 ;_ 
in which ).. is determined such that (92) is the best possible solution of 
(77), thus minimizing the expression B (87) over all space. 
This is done by plott ing B versus Y,;1 f'or various values of ~ and 
determining which values of A lead to the minimizing of 5 over all space. 
When a useful approximate solution has been found in this way, the 
higher approximation can be determined by solution of the differential 
equation (85) for ~, with the appropriate boundary conditions, 1.13., ~ 
remains finite at the nuclei or goes to infinity more slowly than J,, and 
........ 
~ vanishes at infinity. Hund solves the differential equation for ~ 
using the Ritz variation method63 and finds that 
I 413 I ~ 1-2% 
&(r,') +- t9(t--z..') 
at the center of the bond. 
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Hund calculated a second correction term by expanding ~ , but this 
correction term is only about 0.1% of 
In the two cases treated by Hund, N2 and F2 , the first approximation, 
f)(r;•) .,. O'{r.,.•) , as defined by (92) is certainly very good. 
The conclusion to be drawn from Hund 1 s work is that in general, the 
potential in homonuclear diatomic molecules can be considered, to a ver,y 
good approximation, as the superposition (addition) of two spherically 
symmetric potentials, which are not exactly the potentials of the free atoms. 
2. Molecules with Axial Symmetry -- Lopuszaneki 
Approximate analytical solutions have been known for the atom for some 
time?2•73 Lopuszanski41 in 1950 used these solutions to form approximate 
analytical solutions for neutral homonuclear diatomic molecules at distances 
very large or very small compared with the intervals between the nuclei. 
I~ the intermediate region he combined these using an interpolation with 
polynomials. This interpolation permits determination of constants in the 
far solution from the boundary conditions. The solution at large distances 
from the nuclei is a superposition of the spherically symmetric solution 
and a corrective term in the form of a development in Legendre polynomials. 
In this paper t he course of the potential is given very descriptively 
as follows: 
At large distances from the nuclei the solution 
approaches the spherical solution for an atom with 
nucleus of charge 2 Ze (more generally eLZn)• The 
larger r is, the smaller the divergence from spherical 
s~etry. As we approach the nuclei, the divergence 
increases, and there follows a deformation of the sphere 
into a cylinder narrowed between the nuclei. The in-
cision becomes deeper and deeper until at last the 
equipotential su!face is torn into two parts, each of 
them surrounding one of the nuclei. These surfaces 
resemble spheres, a little deformed in the direction 
of the polar axis. As we approach the nuclei, the 
deformation diminishes to zero. 
Thus the largest deviations from spherical s~netry lie in the region 
between the solution at a large distance from the nuclei and the solution 
of the isolated atom. 
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This last statement was verified by Rund, but Rund found the correction 
term to be small. 
3· Electrons Perturbed by Bond -- Reiss and Saltsburg 
Reiss and Saltsburg59 independently used an analysis similar to that 
of Lopuszanski, reasoning that, near the nucleus, the electron distribution 
should be spherically symmetric, identical with that of an isolated atom. 
At points further removed from the nucleus (especially on the bond axis) 
elements of asymmetry should begin to appear. At one point this asymmetry 
will become so pronounced that by no stretch of the imagination will it be 
possible to regard the distribution as spherically .symmetric. The fraction 
of electrons corresponding to the distribution beyond this point is defined 
by them as disturbed by the presence of the bond, and is used as a measure 
of the depth of the disturbance caused by the binding process. 
They then used the Fermi-Thomas method to calculate the number of 
perturbed electrons for the halogens and alkali metal homonuclear diatomic 
molecules, by determining at whi~h point the spherically symmetric equation 
breaks down. They found that for Na2 , Cl2 , Er2 , and 12 , the 'disturbance' 
penetrates only as far as the shell beneath the valence shell, thus shedding 
some light on the 'tlnner Shell Nightmare". 87 
4. Other treatments 
The idea that the inner electrons of the atoms in a molecule were not 
perturbed severely by the bond, has also been utilized by others,3•38 in 
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treating the inner electrons statistically and the valence electrons using 
quantum mechanics. 
Other treatments of diatomic molecules include the utilization of 
ionic solutions for the constituent atoms. This method is obviously not 
as successful for covalently bonded atoms, as it is in oases of ionic 
binding. These methods are described in detail by Gombas.31 
VI. Numerical Solution of the l!,ermi-Thomas 
Equation for Iodine Chloride, and 
Calculation of the Dipole Moment.27 
A. Introduction 
Before discussing the present research, it is worthwhile to summarize 
the reasons why very little attempt has been made to extend the Fermi-Thomas 
method to the treatment of even the simplest molecules. The reasons for 
this are threefold: 
(1) 
(2) 
It seems probable that in the regions of phase 
space oc cupied by valence electrons (the most 
important electrons in a molecula r problem), 
the tt~imum density" requirement is not ful-
filled, 7 i.e., all the electrons are not in 
their lowest quantum states. Since the Fermi-
Thomas method is founded on the assumption that 
the electrons47onstitute a completely degenerate electron gas, . its validity is weakened by this 
circumstance. 
'l"'he Jl'ermi-'fhomas model does
6
not take proper ac-
count of exchange effects,l 
The application of the method to molecules 
. (non-spherical fields) involves the solution 
of a non-linear boundary value problem in more 
than one dimension. Such problems, when they 
are amenable to solution, are only so, through 
the use of tedious numerical procedures. 
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Some objection can be raised against the complaint that the maximum 
density requirement is not fulfilled. Although there is little doubt that 
this is true when the valence electrons in an- isolated atom are considered, 
the situation may not be so ·bad in a molecule where there is a concentration 
of electron density in the direction of a bond. Also, point (:J) in the 
above list ts not as seriot1s as it seems f or the labor involved in the solu-
tion of a nonlinear boundary value problem, although appreciable, is still 
small compared to t~t in the more refined wave-mechanical treatments.52 
As a matter of fact, this work was performed without the aid of computing 
machines;. 
The superposition of two neutral spherically symmetric charge distri-
butions cannot produce a result having a dipole moment . 
Since the nitrogen molecule has no dipole moment, Hund 1 s solution35 
when referrf'ld to it possesses desirable properties but might not be satis-
factory for highly polar molecules. Ther~fore it seemed worthwhile to 
solve the problem for a heavy polar diatomic molecule having a moment whose. 
value was kn.ovm experimentally in the vapor ph8,se. For this purpose vie 
chose iodine chloride. Two values for its moment have been estii!l3.ted from 
infrared and micrm-1ave intensity measurements of the Stark effect, ( 20-40/i 
error), the ave;age being 0.57 D~2 • 86 the normal assignment of direction 
- 20,21,43 being I + Cl • Other values have been inferred from solution data, 
but because of the probability of solvent interaction and decomposition of 
the ICl in solution, they are not considered reliable; (spectroscopic meas-
urements on gaseous ICl can be made in the presence of decomposition). 
Paulirtg g ives the value 0.5 D, calculated from electronegativity differences. 56 
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B. Formulation of the Problem 
The Fermi-Thomas equation for the potential is the starting point for 
the problem: 
"V '1. V -:: l.fTfPe.. 
l 
where for a completely degenerate gas, ~is the number density of electrons 
at a point of configuration space, where the potential is V, given by 
( ';l.IW'I e \t) Hz. 
As indicated previously, for the spherically symmetric case of the iso-
lated atom, this equation became 
J.\J 
-ch--
"3l1T'l..~ (2..'wi~J ~~~ 
3"~ 
and r is the magnitude of the radius vector originating at the nucleus. 
For the treatment of diatomic molecul~s it is convenient to use 
confocal elliptic coordinates,5? where the coordinate surfaces are ellip-
soids and hyperboloids of revolution, having foci at the two nuclei 
separated by the distance R. 
The ellipses ( S =constant) are specified (Fig. 4) by 
R 
where \"a.. and (b are the distances from nuclei a and b respectively. 
The coordinate system is completed by inclusion of ~ , an angle of 
revolution about R. Taking account of axial symmetry, Eq. (97) in this 
coordinate system, assumes the form 
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The ranges of the variables s and t are 
To equation (100 ) are appended the boundary conditions 
V=o 
-t::.-) 
S':. ' ) ~ = ) 
~~0 4 
The solution of the spherical equation has been described earlier. 9 
A convenient tabula,tion of the atomic solution in dimensionless form is 
given by Gombas, 29 including numerical values o~ 4_> ( ~) from s= o to 1000, 
5,22,48 
taken from several papers, Table I. 
Since we shall have occasion to use this table, it will be convenient 
to rephrase our problem in the notation of the tabulated atomic solution. 
As pointed out by Hund, 35 it is not possible in the case of a molecule to 
express the solution in dimensionless form. 
Gombas tabulates the function ~ ( ~) where t he following relationships 
may be defined: 
and 
with the constants "!( an~ defined as follows: 
13/3 .J Y-1 
;. 7T"-Th n, e 3 ~ .3 
(lo~) 
with m = mass of electron 
e = char~ on electron 
31 
h = Planck's constant 
l = atomic number 
Since 
z 13)2.- If~ 1m 11... e. s} 1-. 
The following relationship holds among the constants~, o4 > ~ 
~ lr '1-a..-::. ~~~ 6-. Uo7 J 
In our problem of the heteronuclear diatomic molecule A-B, we can 
use either lo... or /~::. in this notation. Then we may rewrite R, Y-., Yb as 
la.~q_ 
r::, ~~~" 
and Eq. (100) assumes the form 
If :fa... is used in (105), equations (102) become 
J,._ ~sb -=-th(f:-a. 
~6 _...,.. i) 
If ;fb is used in (105) an oppos i t e s tate of affairs will exist. 
(Note t hat Hund did not have this problem, since he dealt with the 
hQmpnuclear diatomic molecule.) 
c. Method at Solution 
In order to solve this non-linea r second order partial differentia l 
equation with its associa ted boundary conditions, we have chosen the 
Relaxation Method of Southwell.74 
(Jo 'f) 
(nDJ 
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D ~ ~ ifference Quotients and Difference Equations 
Difference Quotients 
A difference quotient is the quotient obtained by dividing the dif-
ference betl'Jeen tl<TO values of a function bet"reen the corresponding values 
of the independent variable• Thus for a function f (x) of a single 
variable, the difference quotient is the familiar expression 
!t-("J(~) ~ ~(x) 
h 
whose limiting value is the derivative of f (x) with respect to x. A 
difference quotient is thus an approximation to the derivative, the approxi-
mation becoming better as the interval h becomes smaller. 
Partial difference quotients of the second and higher orders are best 
constructed with reference to a network of points in the :xy-pla.ne for a. 
function of two variables. For a function u(x,y) of two variables, let 
the xy-plane be divided into a. network or lattice of squares of side h, 
by drawing the two families of parallel lines as indicated in Fig. 5. The 
X= mh m = 0, 1, 2, ••• 
y = nh n = 0, 1, 2, ••• 
points of intersection of these families of lines are called lattice 
points. With reference to Fig. 5, we may define the fon~rd first-dif-
ference quotient of u(x,y) with respect to x is 
and the backward first-difference quotient with respect to x is 
ux --
(..ll')(,~) - u. ( "lC-h) .:lJ 
h 
The second difference quotient of u(x,y) with respect to x is the 
difference quotient of the first difference quotients. Hence we have 
c~~~ ) 
y 
(x,y+2h) 
(x,y+h) 
1 
(x-2h,y) (x-h,y) T ( x, y) (x+h,y) (x+2h,y) 
(x,y-h) 
l 
T (x,y-2h) 
0 X 
Fig. ). Network of Lettice Points 
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The first-and second-difference quotients of u(x,y) with respect to y 
are found in exactly the same manner and are 
u. (x,~+~) - U(')(~) 
h 
lJ. ( )'- 1 1+-h) - 2 lA.. ( ')(<~f) + U ()C.~~-h ) 
U.fj ~ h "Z-
Lt ( '1- }-:J) - u. ( y: J y-h ) 
h 
Higher difference quotients are found in exactly the same manner except 
that additional lattice points must be used. The inherent error made by 
replacing a second derivative by a second difference quotient as above is 
2 
proportional to h if h is small. 
Difference Equations 
The difference equation corresponding to a given differential equation 
is found by replacing the derivatives by the corresponding difference quo-
tients. The functions u(x,y) occurring in the difference equations are 
defined only at the lattice points, but we can move these points as close 
together as desired by decreasing h. In using the procedure for solving 
the difference equation we shall assume that the given differential equation 
is exactly satisfied by the difference quotients. The magnitude of the 
inherent error resulting from this assumption will be disct1ssed later. 
In order to refer the problem contained in Eqs. (109) and (110) to 
iodine chloride, it is necessary to choose the magnitudes of L, Za , and Zb 
so that they correspond to the measured bond distance (reduced from R, of 
course) in ICl and the atomic numbers of iodine and chlorine, respectively. 
To set the problem up in finite difference form, a rectangular net of 
uniform mesh size must be constructed from the coordinate lines s and t. 
(The net must be rectangular despite the fact that physically s and t are 
not actually rectangular coordinates.) Reference to Eqs. (110) shows that 
one of the physically' important boundaries of the problem lies at s = o:::. • 
This demands that the net be of infinite extent in the s direction. Since 
a numerical operation must be performed at each mesh point this represents 
an untenable situation. 
The difficulty can be obviated if we employ the transformation 
S':: ,_ /J, 0 
The limits on q will then be finite: 
' D~o 
With this transformation Eq. (109) can be written as 
L~ li·-t~),._·e-J 4>3'l.-
or in abbreviated form 
-¥o 
In Fig. 6 we have drawn a mesh point P0 and its four nearest neighbors, 
P1 , P2 , P3 , and P~·· The Homan numerals refer to the corresponding mid-
points of the lines joining nearest neighbors. In terms of this notation, 
the finite difference approximation to Eq. (118) at P0 is 
4 
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Fig" 6. Relexet ion Ne t U.e!-3b Poiut :f-'0 and its F our t-;ee1 t.:st Ne igbbors F1 , P~ o P_;, end r4 
where the quantities A, B, C, and ~ have the values they assume at the 
points located by their subscripts. 
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At points lying along the boundaries of the net, prescribed conditions 
are imposed on ~ • In the present problem the net covers a rectangular 
area bounded by the lines t = 1, t = -1, q = 1 and q = 0. 'P is symmetric 
across t = 1, t = -1, and q = 1. In practice this boundary condition may 
be applied in the following manner. Suppose that the point P0 in Fig. 6 
lies on t he boundary t = 1, the line t = 1 running through P2 and P~. The 
point P~ will not really appear in the net. Nevertheless the condition of 
symmetry demands that in carrying out the relaxation procedure described 
below, we imagine that P~ exists, that ~ , always equals 1}>3 , and that 
Br = Brii• The same considerations apply to t = -1 and q = 1. By Eq. (110) 
the condition at q = 0 is simply '\:> = 0. 
Several features complicate our problem. In the first place, the 
solution possesses singularities at the location of the nuclei, i.e., at 
t =-1, q = 1 and t = 1, q = 1. These were eliminated from consideration 
by constructing (in real space) a small volume about each nucleus and 
employing the surfaces of the volumes as part of the boundary surface of 
the problem. On the q,t net this corresponds to excluding the upper corners 
as shown in Fig. 7. Of course, it is necessary to know the value of * 
at points along these new boundaries. If the volumes are chosen small 
enough (deep within the kernels of the atoms), the solution on their surfaces 
will be almost spherically symmetric. As Hund has shown previously a good 
approximation can be obtained by superposing t wo_.sphePica:tl;y-; symmetJ?ic 
solutions Vo. and V 1:. centered respectively at nuclei a and b, where Vo.. 
is the solution for the isolated iodine atom and vb the solution for the 
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q 
isolated chlorine atom. Thus along the small volume surfaces we fix 
or (utilizing Za in 'lr) (121) 
A second complicating feature lies in the fact that the transformation 
(115) which removes the infinite boundary performs a somewhat illusory 
service, because it can be argued that the convergence of an iterative 
procedure like the finite difference method is severely hampered when the 
differential coefficients A and B in ~q. (118) are of greatly unequal magni-
tude. The transformation (115) tends to produce this effect at values of 
q close to zero. On the other hand, if the mesh size is chosen so that q 
decreases from 1 to 0 in intervals of 0.1, it turns out that at q = 0.1, 
the real distance from either nucleus is at most about two ICl bond distances, 
i.e., about 2 R. Therefore in the last step as q passes from 0.1 to zero, 
the distance from the nucleus increases from 2 R tooo. Consequently, all 
points on the net at which calculations are performed lie fairly close to 
the nuclei and as a result the disparity is never too marked i• the regions 
of operation. 
A third difficulty arises beca.use the solution '}' is changing rapidly 
close to either nucleus. To make the treatment more accurate we have 
reduced the interval in this region of the net (Fig. 7). This device is 
called a Rgraded~ net by Southwell.75 At a point such as a in Fig. 7 
is always assumed to have a value intermediate to its values at b and c. 
In applying the relaxation method to point c, for example, b and e are 
considered to be nearest neighbors along with f and g. In applying this 
method to the point h, points a, d, j, and i are regarded as nearest neighbors, 
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but a and d, in accordance with our assumption, always possess values inter-
mediate to b and c, and c and e, respectively. 
Rel a xation Method 
In applying the relaxation method, one begins by guessing the values 
of the s olution ~ at each mesh point. The more accurate the initial guess, 
the more rapidly will the subsequent iterative process converge. This 
matter is discussed by Southwell.74 For our initial guess we chose the 
superposition solution 
We then define the e~ression 
This residual is a measure of the discrepancy in the functional value YJo . 
Once we have written down on the net the guessed values of ~~ at each 
mesh point, beside each value we write do~m the residual calculated as above 
for the specific mesh point. 
The object of the relaxation process is to reduce all residuals to 
zero, ( "'liquidation") as nearly as possible, by continued alteration 
(" relaxation") of the values of the function at the interi or lattice points. 
When the value of the function f is changed at a lattice point, the values 
of the residuals at the adj acent interior points must also be changed, since 
the residual at the adjacent point depends on the values of the function 
surrounding this point. 
In Fig. 6 a typical latt i ce point and its four nearest neighbors are 
indicated. 
The finite difference approximation at the point 0 in Fig. 6 is given by 
C• 2.1.. ) 
This equation may be abbreviated as 
where u, v and '< represent the coefficients A, :S, and C, and w the 
function '\J ; Q. is the residual. 
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This notation is more convenient for describing the relaxation process. 
If the function Wo is altered by an amount 8 Wo in the relaxation 
process, then 
Z (u,N-)~ w.:. - (wo +- Awo) ZC~.t,v-),: - "-?..~o ( Wo +- /),wo)3/,_ -:. 
~ ~ 
Subtracting Eq. (123) from Eq. (124) we get 
where tJ ~o is the change in · the residual at point o caused by a change in 
the function to Wo .r ~Wo • 
Expanding the second term on the right using the binomal theorem,6o 
In actual computation, after the first approximation to LOo has been 
set down on the net and the residual ~o calculated, the relaxation is 
begun by solving Eq. (126) for /lWo, 
- 6 Qo ClWo -:. ______ _;__ ____ _ 
~ (.,.,.); +{: o.'-t'• w.''~ 
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Setting /J~Q ... - fl¥0 as calculated from ( 123). If (127) were exact, t hen 
substituting, the new value of w , at point o, namely, IJJo-4 .DWo into (124) 
would result in a zero residual, i.e., Qo + Ll ~o::. o • This process was 
used in the computing to check the calculation of each new value of 
and corrections were made when necessary, since Eq. (126) is not exact 
(binomial approximation of 2 terms). 
As indicated previously, after mesh point o has been relaxed, the 
residuals at ad,jacent points must be altered, since they depend on Wo • 
The necessary alteration of adjacent residuals can be calculated as follows: 
Consider the function value at an adjacent point, \.Oor> ; then 
3 
6(~10-;. f!_(t.t,.v-Ji ())1.· ~ UbWo- Wo-e 3 ~''-;?_ (o.,'IJ-)c:. -a."-~- \.c.)~ 
c:~o .:~o 
Note that the first -summation excludes the o term, which has been 
written in as an additional term in the equation. When the point o has been 
relaxed, and the functionvalue is wo+O\.Oo, the residual at the adj acent 
p oint is then, 
I ~~ L((.(
1
.V).- Uh'4- Uo (wo +Awo) -Woo Z(c:t,-v-).:-a."l.~oolO~o 
• 
The prime indicates i = o is not included. 
Subtracting Eq . (128) from (129), we obtain 
A Li - lAo tl Wo /..!. qoo -
The finite difference problem is solved, when at each point the 
residual has been liquidated. The continued relaxation when carried out 
over the entire net always effects a reduction in the residuals (the process 
converges). The convergence is more rapid if the largest residuals are 
liquidated first. 
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It is interesting to note that this problem is one involving unequal 
coefficients in the differential equation (A~ B). To our knowledge no 
other problem in the literature has been solved by the relaxation method 
in which the coefficients vary anisotropically. Furthermore the non-
derivative part of the differential equat.ion, is not prescribed as usual 
but depends on the local function value uJo • 
D. Results 
Every point on the net was relaxed four times or more with a relative 
decrease in all residuals of one-hundred fold or better. The improvement 
which the fourth relaxation effected over the third was inappreciable, 
and .so the process was halted. In Table II we have listed the final 
values of the number density of electrons obtained. 
It is of interest to determine how much charge was present in the net 
region. The total charge in the region relaxed was calculated by numerical 
evaluation of the charge integral, 
f E'e J"r' (n' ) 
where e = number density of electrons 
e = charge on electron 
In elliptical coordinates (131) becomes 
:
3 )j~e~ (s 1-tz..J <.tsdtd-, 
Because of axial symmetry this becomes 
.z 7T: R3 ~ r f C s- ,-t ) [s 1 - t. z.J <is d t 
In terms of the transformation (115), this becomes 
Charge = 
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61 Simpson's rule for cubature (double integral) was used to evaluate this 
integral. The result was found to constitute 99% of the total charge in 
the molecule ( z1 + Zcl = 53 + 17 = 70) indicating that only 1% of the 
charge was not accounted for by moving the boundary from infinity and 
excluding the singularities at the nuclei. 
The electri~ dipole mement39 of a system of charges, is a vector quantity 
M defined as 
~ 
-z l\.1 = ...:. e.: r,_. 
' 
.> 
in which '(( denotes the vector from the origin to the position of the 
particle, with charge e~ • For a diatomic molecule, axial symmetry causes 
all components of the moment vector to be zero, excepting those in the 
direction of the bond, which we shall here call the x-direction, (Note that 
t he origin is arbitrary). 
Thus to compute the dipole moment of ICl from the relaxation net 
values, the following integral must be evaluated 
M-:: ~ E?e x d"'r' 
In terms of (115) this becomes, 
M-:. 
In this integration the nuclear charges may be assumed to be point charges 
located at the nuclei with values z1 and Zcl• 
This integral was evaluated using cubature, with the result 
where 
]) -18 1 t ': 10 esc..t-C""' . 
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The result obtained in the present research has a reasonable sign and 
the va lue compares numerically with the estimated experimental value (0.57D). 
Better results might have been obtained of course through the use of a 
finer net, but it is questionable whether the crudeness of the model justifies 
the additional labor. 
In closing the section on ICl, it is worth mentioning that one of 
the most important services that calct1lations of this sort can provide is 
that of a quick independent method of estimating the signs of dipole moments 
in cases where such information is not clearly available from experiment. 
Of course the reliability of the method must be assessed, and this can be 
achieved by applying it to cases where experiment furnishes a clear answer. 
If the calculated magnitude of the dipole moment is of the right order (in 
addition to the reasonableness of its sign) our confidence should bs in-
creased. We believe that this work on ICl represents a partial assessment 
of the reliability of the Fermi-Thomas Model indicating it to be of value 
in obtaining signs of dipole moments. 
-25 Fig. g contains the final electron density contour map of e X 10 
as a function of r (96), the radial . distance from the center of the bond 
axis, and as a function of Z, the distance along the bond axis for Cl- - - - I. 
. -25 F~g. 9 is a semi-logarithmic plot of ~ x 10 as a function of distance along 
the bond axis in terms of Z/(R/2) for Cl 
- - I. 
In Table II we have listed the values of ~~c 1 as calculated from (96). 
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VII. Calculation of the Electron Distribution in Methane 
and the Polarity of the C-H bond 
A. Introduction and Previous Work 
Interest in computing the electron distribution in methane and a pos-
sible estimation of the dipole moment of the C-H bond, was aroused when 
the application of the Fermi-Thomas Model to ICl lead to a successful 
result. 
There is a tremendous amount of literature on metbane . and the moment 
25,70 · 
of the C-H bond. A knowledge of the dipole moment of the C-TI bond is 
fundamental to any account of the moments of organic molecules; indeed 
most bond moments are obtained by using this bond as a base.5 8 Experimental 
determinations of this moment are difficult and there have hitherto been 
few theoretical calculations of significance. The reason for this latter 
situation lies in the fact that the dipole moment depends on the charge 
distribution. That is, upon the wave function, and our knowledge of 
precise molecular wave functions is not very detailed. 
There is a further problem related to this. For there is abundant 
' . ~ 
evidence from infrared and Raman spectra, to show that the C-H bond is 
not always the same, but indeed its nature depends considerably upon what 
other radicals are linked to the C atom. In particular it makes a difference 
whether the C atom is aliphatic, etbylenic, or aromatic. 
It must be remembered that strictly, the only dipole moment, one can 
compute, or even measure, is that for the complete molecule and the division 
into contributions from each bond is in a sense artificial. With non-spherical 
molecules such as H2 0 it is not difficult to separate the resultant moment 
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56 into equal parts from OH bonds (though even then one must assume that the 
direction of the dipole lies strictly along the direction of the bond, a 
situ.a.t ion hardly likely to be realized exactly); but c with such nearly spheri-
cal molecules as CB4 in which there is no resultant dipole moment, the division 
into four balanced parts is even le~s obvious. It depends on two facts, 
namely, the experimental fact that chemical reaction many times appears to be 
localized at chemical bonds without considerably disturbing other bonds in 
the molecule; 26 and the theoretical observation that it is possible to write 
the wave ftmction for the molecule as a product of wave ftmctions for the 
separate bonds, so that we may associate certain orbitals with selected bonds.54 
No attempt will be made here to review the entire literature, but a few 
selected papers will be discussed at length, because they are believed to 
be the most significant. 
1. Prior to 1942 
The polarity of the C-H bond in CB4 has been a source of controversy 
in the literature f or many years. Sw.yth7l accepted the value 0.3 D c-H+, 
as calculated by Hirschfelder. Pauling calculated 0. 4 D c-:g+ from the 
electronegativity difference between carbon and hydrogen.56 Coulson , 12 
using wave functions previously obtained for methane calculated e-rr+ 0.53 D 
using a method involving effective nuclear charges. Coulson later criticised 
his own work and the concept of effective nuclear charges. It is this later 
paper that will be discussed at length, for the calculations by Coulson, 
here, have been accepted as the defining theoretical work in the field. 13 
2. Coulson (1942 ) 
Coulson starts 011t using "rave functions for Cflw. obtained on the basis 
of the molecular orbital approximation a few years earlier. These wave 
functions are best described in relation to Fig. 10. Let 0 be the carbon 
atom and ABCD the four hydrogens. Suppose further that the xyz axes are 
taken parallel to the edges of the circumscribing cube, as shown in the 
diagram, and that S, Px, Py, Pz are carbon 2S, 2Px, 2Py• 2Pz orbitals 
. with suitable screening constants, and that i, ii, iii, iv are hydrogen lS 
orbitals around A, B, C, and D respectively. Then the normalized molecular 
orbitals which are non-localized (i .e., the electrons move over the whole 
molecule and do not form themselves into localized pairs) are defined by 
Csl ::. N [!> 1 ~ ~ S +- { i r i i +-iii + iv)s 
[-c,,j N t-~:1 ~~ Px + ( i + ii -Ill -i'Jl] -:. 
(;tfz.) 
[tJl ':. N Ctl ~.P- ~ + (i-ii - ii•' + iv) J 
&-~1 -=- N Ctl ~A ~ -r ( i-ii + h\ - iv) f 
>, and~ are constants, Nc.s1• Nltl are normalizing factors whose values 
are known. 
As they stand, t hese non-localized orbitals are not suited for calcu-
lation of dipole moments, since when we speak of the dipole moment of a 
bond, we refer to the distribution of electricity in the bonding electrons 
supplemented by the induced moment in any non-bonding electron present on 
either atom. Thus, because of the directional character of the bond, non-
localized orbitals are unsuitable. The non-localized orbitals (142) must 
then be compounded to form ne\'1 localized orbitals . This is done by taking 
linear combinations of them which are mutually orthogonal. If these four 
0 
N 
u 
)( 
(]) 
• 
..... 
:s 
! · 
0 
• 0 
.... 
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equivalent localized orbitals are 'V; , ~i\ , *;; , 'hv , then their analytical 
form, unnormalized will be, 
'i>i ";. k (c;] + ~ [-e .. 1 + C-t~iJ ~ [-h.l? 
~;i ";. k[sl+ }L*'"l- [tjl- t-t;~:'J} 
(2lf3 ) 
'hii -:. ~cs1• \+··1- [~1-~- [-h1] 
t\>iv ..... ~ Cs1 • f -Ct-.1 -1- [-t~ 1 - [-t.l} 
where k is a constant chosen to make them orthogonal. ~; is a \'rave 
function whose density is appreciable only in the region between 0 and A, 
and two electrons in this orbit may be held responsible for the bond 
between 0 and A. +iii , and ~v are similarly directed toward :S, 
C, and D respectively. 
It must be remembered that when Coulson affirms that two electrons 
in orbitals tl43) are responsible for the bond moment of OA, an approxi-
mation is made. To preserve this approximation it is desirable that orbitals 
for the different bonds be mutually orthogonal. The orthogonality condition 
is necessary bet\-.reen non-bond.ed atoms because non-orthogonal! ty indicates 
overlap, which is related to binding. For this reason the orthogonality 
condition is inserted in ll43). 
The calculation of the dipole moment of the bond OA is carried out 
as follows: Let ~ be the coordinate of an electron in this bond, measured 
from 0 in the direction of OA. The center of charge ( centroid of charge) 
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of the electronic charge characterized by the wave function ~. is determined 
by calculating the product of the charge times its distance from some origin 
and dividing through by the total charge. In this case 0 is taken as the 
origin. Then the centroid of the orbital '\>~ is given by ;f where , 
-The center of charge of the electrons in the bond. OA is thus V • The center 
of positive charge { +le) is at the center of the bond R/2. 
The dipole moment of the bond is calculated by subtracting th~ moment of 
the positive charge \ +2e!? / ~ ) from the negative charge moment ( :te ;r ) • 
The various integrals involved in the calculation were obtained from a 
14 table of such integrals prepared by Coulson. 
The result obtained was -1 = 1.078 Bohr radii, giving a dipole 
moment~= o.4o D with polarity c+n-. This value of the moment and sign 
is presently s,ccepted as the correct one. 
The use of effective charges on atoms in a bond is introduced experi-
mentally such that if these charges were present at the two point nuclei, 
they would give a moment equal to the dipole moment . This does not mean 
that effective c~~rges actually exist, and experimental evidence seems to 
indicate some ambiguity as to their application. 
Coulson believes the result obtained by Hirschfelder which is in direct 
contradiction to his own can be explained on the basis of an omission in 
Hirschfelder 1 s work. This omission is the atomic dipole term in carbon, 
that is the dipole moment of the atomic electron orbital out of which the 
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molecular orbital is formed. This term is not zero and Coulson finds on 
including it in Hirsch1elder 1 s calculation, the result agrees with Coulson's. 
~1his also sho\qs how difficult it is to estimate the dipole moment from a 
knowledge of the formal charge on the C and H atoms. For although one may 
more or less safely claim that the electronic charge on the H atom is 
centered almost exactly on the H nucleus, this is not true for the C charge 
cloud, and it is not possible simply to multiply net formal charges by bond 
distance. 
a. Criticism 
Coulson's work is subject to some criticism, suggested by himself. 
A term has been neglected representing the secondary dipole moment induced 
in the non-bonding electrons, and the inductive effects between neigh-
boring carbon bonds. Spatial interactions have also been ignored. 
Although Coulson also calculated that the sense and magnitude of the 
moment of the C-H bond should remain the same for all normal chemical 
compounds, i.e., independent of whether the carbon atom is aliphatic, 
ethylene, or aromatic, more recent theoretical work25 leans toward C~~ in 
acetylene and approximately zero in ethylene. This l'rork also indicates a 
great sensitivity of the C-H bond moment to its environment, the exact 
opposite of Coulson's conclusions. In general it is apparent that CH~ can 
only be treated as an isolated case, and conclusions drawn from calcula tions 
on other molecules are ambiguous when applied to CH~. To indicate further 
t he confusion in the literature on this point, Pullman and Pullman,58 on 
PP• 81-83 use Gent 1 s revie~t article to describe C-TI bond calculations and 
then on pp. 112-114 use Smyth 1 s article;71 the conclusions drawn in these 
articles disagree considerably. 
As far as experimental methods are concerned, work on the infrared 
absorption of ethylene78 indicates a finite C-H bond moment, (0.37 D) 
whose sign is taken from Pauling ;56 (experiment in general cannot unequivo-
cally determine sign of moment). This in contradiction with Gent25 who 
concludes C-H bond in ethylene has zero moment. In reference to this work , 
' 58 
Pullman and Pullman conclude that because of . electronic delocalization, 
it is not completely certain that the moment which accompanies the vibra-
tion ( infrared) would be identical with the static .moment. 
The following statement of Syrkin and Dyatkina76a summarizes the 
situation, 
The evaluation of the moment of the G-II bond (in CF~ ) 
from experimental data has eo far proved impossible, 
although some authors have suggested a value of approx-
imately o.4 D. It would be best however for the present 
to regard the moment as very small and assume the bond 
is almost entirely homopolar. 
3· Averaged Field Calculation -- Mueller and Ey!•ing 
Mueller and Eyring5° have compromised bet.,reen the wave mechanical 
treatment of Coulson13 in which, the repulsive terms have been omitted, 
and a self consistent field treatment. In this treatment the C-R bond is 
considered as an isolated unit and the effective nuclear charges on carbon 
and hydrogen taken to be 2.~68 a.u. and 1.00 a.u. respectively. The exact 
value of the effective nuclear charge on carbon is open to question and 
Eyring himself states that all that can be said with any certainty ie that 
the effective nuclear charge seems to be somewhat lower than in the free 
atom. The variation of the calculated dipole moment with effective nuclear 
charge on carbon is extremely great and is reproduced in Fig. 11. The 
value for the moment calculated by Eyring is 0 .23 D c+n-. 
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4. ~~tment of Methane as a 10-Electron Problem -- Mueller 
The effect of inner electrons in CH4 has been shown to be of importance 
by Mueller,5l who considered methane as a 10 electron problem and found 
that the kinetic energy of the 2S electrons is only one third of the value 
of the 2 P electrons and this is compensated by inner-ehell, outer-ehell 
interaction. 
5· Spherical Approximation 
~'he spherical Approximation to CHu is very attractive because the 
problem becomes a central field problem whose solution is already known 
or can easily be calculated. 
a. Pseudo-Neon Method -- Fartmann 
Hartmann32 treated CE4 and NE4+ as pseudo-neon atoms and obtained 
good agreement with experiment for magnetic susceptibility and calculated 
+-o.4 DC H for the C-H bond moment, with no indication as to how this value 
was obtained. 
b. Self-Consistent Field -- Buckingham, Massey, and Tibbs 
The computation that has aroused the most interest has been that of 
* 4 Buckingham, Massey, and Tibbs, who obtained an approximate self-consistent 
field for methane by first smearing the protons uniformly over the surface 
of a sphere whose radius is the C-H bond distance. Methane is then 
spherically symmetric, in this approzimation. The ten electrons are placed 
in the lowest available carbon orbitals, i.~ •• the ground state of the 
2 2 6 
system is taken as (ls) (2s) (2p) • The problem was then solved by the 
self-consistent field ,:method ·'Withou~ ~ exchange~, -·Tne: self;;,.coilsisteht wave . . _ 
f'tinctions ::.oh~ained _.Jl~re :.use9. · to .i calculate ·· the · cf:lg.rge,,' d_istribut.ion; . ~nergy, .: 
diamagnetic susceptibility, and polarizability of the 
* Henceforth referred to as EMT 
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molecule with surprisingly good agreement with experiment; similarly the 
van der Waals forces between two molecules. The scattering of slow electrons 
also calculated, indicates a marked similarity between methane and argon 
for electrons with low energies. At higher energies, the similarity disap-
pears and methane resembles the lighter atoms such as carbon. 
The averaging of the nuclear distribution before carrying out the calcu-
lation is more open to criticism than that of electron distributions in the 
usual applications to atoms; the motion of the nuclei is so slow, that the 
molecular electrons follow the nuclear distribution in detail rather than 
move in the time average of the field due to it. Nevertheless if the sym-
metry is high , the time average of the distribution may not differ greatly 
from an instantaneous distribution. 
c. Hart ree-Fock Method -- Bernal 
2 
Bernal recently applied the Hartree-Fook Method to CH4 and NH4+ in 
the EMT spherical approximation and obtained good agreement for the C-H 
bond length and came within 5% of the N-D bond length in ~ Cl. 
d. Concept of a Localized ~ond in E~~ Approximation -- Coulson 
Coulson13 attempted to compute the dipole moment of C-H in methane 
using t he EMT self-consistent field wave functions. He combined the wave 
functions into four equivalent tetrahedral orbitals and determined by 
numerical integration the center of electronic charge for one of them. 
Unfortunately these tetrahedral orbitals do not point to\'rard four distinct 
hydrogen atoms, and the fact that each of the four protons is supposed to 
be distributed over part of a spherical surface made the notion of localized 
bonds untenable. Coulson was unable to adapt this model of t he methane 
molecule to give any sensible results. 
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e. Fermi-Thomas Method - - March 
44 The Fermi-Thomas method was applied to CH4 by March, a student of 
Coulson's. However, March having been impressed by the results of the self-
consistent field treatment of m.ethane as a central field probl em by BNI', 
applied the Fermi-Thomas method using t,he same approximation. The Fermi-
Thomas solution for the atom is universal and differs from atom to atom 
by a scale factor which i s a function of the atomic number. The methane 
problem r equired the same initial condition as the neutral atom solution, 
i.e., ¢( ~ = 0) :: 1, but the surface distribution of protons had to be 
accounted for . March solved this problem by not using the neutral atom 
solution, but joining two other solutions of the Fermi-Thomas equation, each 
of which met one of the t wo necessary boundary conditions, i.e. , ¢( CS, = 0) = 1; 
¢( S : oo ) : 0. These solutions and others are illustrated in Fig. 12. 
The original Fermi-Thomas method has never proved adequate for calcu-
lation of binding energies , and this was borne out by Y4rch 1 s calculation 
f or CH4• March 
1 s method is perfectly general for molecules with a high 
degree of symmetry, and he applied it furthe r to CC14, CF4
, SiH4, SiF4
, 
a nd SiF6, thus includi ng molecules with octahedral as well as tetrahedral 
symmetry. He found that his results for CH as compared with those of Bb"T, 
4 
indicated that the charge distribution was poor, but that the potential agreed 
fairly ·well. For CCl , the approx imation of smoothing out all the protons 
4 
se ems to break down. 
B. Cell Met .• od Calculation 
The present research v1as undertaken rdth the object of calculating the 
dipole moment of the C-H bond :in GH4 ·without using the spherical approx imation. 
For the treatment of the methane molecule, the pyramids formed by the 
planes bis ecting the H-C-H bond angles , were taken as the elements of 
a x 
X 
ri . 12. Ty a ot u ion ot th 8 
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symmetry. ~ch of these pyramids encloses a C-H bond, and the four close 
pack to form the methane molecule, Fig. 13. In analogy with the cell method 
. 64 in sol~d state peysics, where the atomic polyhedron in a crystal is re-
placed by a sphere of equal volume, and the approximation is found to be 
successful, we shall here replace the pyramid by a cone of equal volume. 
The problem then becomes the solution of the Fermi-Thomas equation for the 
potential within this cone, subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. 
Replacing the pyramid by a cone reduces to the problem of calcula ting 
the apex angle of the isosceles triangle which •~'hen rotated 180° about the 
line bisecting this angle, (the C-H bond axis), generates the cone whose 
volume equals that of the pyramid. From plane geometry this angle is com-
puted to be 92.80°. Because of symmetry about the bond axis, we may consider 
only half the triangle. 
1. Formulation 
It is convenient here to use spherical pola r coordinates55 with the 
carbon atom as origin. Taking account of cylindrical symmetry, the Fermi-
Thomas equation becomes, 
with 
oC --
/ 
F i ~ lj ., Jnit 11 ir. ~:et hane, 
The G = 0 line is taken as the C-H bond axis; the equation is subject to 
t he boundary conditions, 
V = 0 , r = ~ 
lim Vr = Zce 
r~ O 
(14 8 ) 
In order that the solution in the cone j oin smoothly with the solution in 
other parts of the molecule, conditions of symmetry were used at Q = 0 , 
e =em, where, the potential is stationar,y, i.e., v goes through a maximum 
at e = 0 and a minimum at 8 = Om• 
Zc = atomic number of carbon 
ZH = atomic nwnber of hydrogen (149) 
rH = distance from H atom 
2. Method of Solution 
Because this problem was to be solved on a hi~, speed electronic 
computer, (the IBM 701 Electronic Data Processing l~chines)36 • 65 the 
method of solution chosen is somewhat more routinized than the Relaxation 
Method. This was an iterative treatment of solution of the partial dif-
ferential equation, "The l!ixtrapolated Liebmann Method". 23 This method is 
related to the Southwell Relaxation Method in that it involves successively 
applied local corrections to improve an approximate solution. However the 
method is routinized in conformity with the requirements of automatic 
computers, while the relaxation method is flexible and depends in an 
essential w~ on the skill of the practitioners. This method like the 
relaxation method is not directly applicable to partial differential 
equations (and associated boundary conditions) but only to the finite dif-
ference approximations to them, derived in the customary way . 
To set the problem up in finite difference form, a net of uniform 
mesh size must be constructed with r and e as coordinate lines. Because 
the potential changes rapidly in the vicinity of either nucleus, the 
transformation 
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was utilized to reduce the interval near carbon. The further transformation 
was utilized with V in atomic units. To keep the problem within finite 
limits, the outer boundary was chosen as defined by r = 6 a.u . ~nd the 
solution here was taken to be the superposition solution. Along the bound-
aries enclosing each nucleus, the superposition solution was used. Symmetry 
conditions were used about e = 0° , e = 46.40°. With the transformations 
( 150 ), (151), the Fermi-Thomas equation becomes, 
-
(152) 
where we have substituted for~ (147) in atomic units. The difference 
equation corresponding to (152), is 
- 2. k-~. 
't' Ll ~'1-+ . . L, J+ I + 
= 
-OS1B a..t.L. 
i-:. '• 2, ... , N-1 
j '" I' "l, . . . ' Jill- I 
The t coordinate was divided into 64 intervals, and the e coordinate into 
15 intervals. 
The iteration method corrects each function value by <:r times the 
residual. The correction process is applied to each of the lattice points 
in succession in a regular pattern. The function value so corrected is 
used in all subsequent operations in the same iteration step. cr is con-
sidered a variable and the optimum value of cr is chosen to insure rapid 
convergence. The optimum value of a- was chosen empirically as the calcu-
lation progressed on the machine. 
If we have the nth approximation 
~(m) 4>.. to the solution of the dif-
~J 
ference system, we obtain 
( 
~ u ... ) 4> 2. ••• ~-) -+c-t .... e. .:. i+• 
--------
b 
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,( ..... +•) 2.( ..... +•) 
Note that the previously corrected values~--,, .i and ~-,.i-• are used. 
Values of ~of 1.0 to 1.~+ were used as the calculation progressed. 
(The values were found to be useful in a simila r calculation). 66 
23 The rate of convergence is treated theoretically by Frankel by using 
an eigen-value problem analogy. It is necessary to study the "error 
eigenfunctionstt which decrease at definite rates in successive approximations. 
The iteration net appears in Fig. 14, where the arcs are values of 
constant r and the orthogonal slanting lines values of constant e. 
The values of 
- ,... t"(-z.. )'/2... 
<P .. i; e. ( 2.. V as obtained from the IBM 701 are 
tabulated in Table III and Table IV. 
Contours of the electron density appear in Fig. 15. 
3· U-H Bond Moment in Methane 
The Fermi-Thomas equation was solved for carbon and carbon hydrogen 
using the cone approximation. From the potential the electron distribution 
in the cone was calculated, permitting the determination of the following 
charge and moment integrals, 
Carbon 
Charge = fE'e cl'Y ':= /.-5"% 
J>toment = jE'c 1. J-p ::. 2. 8"0 
Carbon-H.ydrogen 
Charge = ~f'01 d ""r -=. -z . '- 3 
Moment = S ~ H ~ cl"'r = ~- 9g 
a..u.. 0 
OJ..(.(. . 
0 ·(..( 
(/~G ) 
a .L( . 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
\ 
/ 
' 
' ' 
. 
::f 
'S 
~ 
:r: 
0 
8 
'"' 
., 
~ 
0 
~ 
c: 
0 
0 
~ 
..... 
., 
·! 
§ 
'-< ~ 
(.) 
Cl 
f4 
where r = electric charge density 
Z = Z coordinate 
The dipole moment is determined by computing the sum of the products of 
all charges positive and negative times their distances from the origin. 
Because of symmetry all components but the Z components cancel out. 
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The location of the centroid of positive charge in this system is calculated 
as follows: 
= 1.6 X 0 + 1.0 X 2.06 
(157) 
2.6 
with the carbon nucleus taken as origin. The location of the centroid of 
negative charge is: 
_( = ;>-
(157a) 
2.6 
The dipole moment obtained tV'hen the expression 
is evaluated is approximate~ 10 Debye after conversion from atomic units 
to e.s.u. units. Such a high value of the CH moment is extremely unlikely 
· and brings up the question of the definition of a bond moment as opposed 
to moments in general. The method used above is that used in calculating 
the moment of any system of charges and the value obtained is rigorous 
in that sense. 
This method leads to reasonable results when applied to diatomic and 
other molecules when the entire molecule is treated as a single system. 
59 
However. when a bond in a molecule is considered as an isolated system. the 
question arises as to whether the relationship between th~ dipole moment of 
a bond calculated according to definition and the polarity of the bond is 
unambiguous. Consider the HCl molecule. We s~ the polarity of the bond 
is H+cl-. This is because the center of negative charge is located on the 
Cl side of the centroid of positive charge. We simultaneously pictorialize 
the formation of the bond by having a Cl atom accept an electron from an H 
atom in bond formation, thus leading to the polarity of the bond. Thus 
the polarity is intimately associated with the CHANGE from the electron 
distributions in the isolated atoms to the distributions in the molecule. 
The picture of bond formation given above is not necessary as far as the 
strict definition of a dipole moment is concerned. In the case of the 
diatomic molecule it makes no difference whether we consider the change 
in the electron distribution on going from the isolated atoms to the 
molecule. or only the distribution in the molecule itself. because the 
ato1ns are spherically symmetric and their centers of positive and negative 
charge coincide. However when we consider a bond in a molecule, the situa-
tion may be different, in that the initial atomic distributions may not be 
spherically s.1mmetric. If they are not then the question arises as to 
which method of determining the polarity of the bond should be used. for 
the atoms would be polar before bond formation. Coulson in the paper 
mentioned earlier on the CH bond pointed out that sucl1 was the case for the 
carbon tetrahedral orbital, which had a large dipole moment. It is the 
large dipole moment of this orbital that leads to the c+H- polarity obtained 
by Coulson. 
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4. Conclusions 
Until quite recently the question of whether the atomic dipoles should 
be subtracted from the dipole for the bond had not arisen. In a recently 
67 . 
published report (Nov. 1953) Shull computed the dipole moment of the CO 
bond in C02 by cutting the molecule in half by a plane perpendicular to 
the sy~netry exis at the carbon atom, and considering the semi-infinite 
region on one side of this plane (molecular orbital calculation). He 
obtained a value that was extremely large and concluded that it was due to 
t he large contribution of the asymmetric car bon orbital. Whe n the terms 
involving this orbital were subtracted, the moment was much more reasonable. 
Thi s led Shull to conclude that one must consider some standard state · 
before bond formation and determine the polarity of the bond with reference 
to thi s standard state. 
It appeared that this ambiguity had arisen because the method treated 
a region of space and not an orbital. Coulson mentioned a calculation of 
t he CH bond moment where the same difficulty was had. 
68 Coulson in commenting at the end of the presentation of Shull's paper 
stated t hat it was his opinion, that moments resulting from the determi nation 
of t he a symmetry of charge in any region should be referred to as "volume 
moments" and, that one should be wary about treating them in any was as 
conventional bond moments. 
Coulson in this comment, refers to a calculation by Or gel in which the 
CH bond moment was calculated us i ng the volume concept, from t he EMT data. 
Although t his concept of a bond is obscure in t he EMT approximation, as 
stated by Coulson in 1942, the election distribution in CH~ obtained by 
EMT was used in t he following manner: The solid a ngle a round an isolated 
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carbon atom was divided into four equal tetrahedral parts; the centroid of 
position of this part of the total atomic charge cloud was calculated to 
lie at a distance from the carbon nucleus, such that the resulting dipole 
moment was 3.45 D. (No mention of what type of distribution for carbon was 
used.) If a hydrogen atom is placed at the appropriate position and the 
EMT field for methane is used in this region, a moment of 4.06 D is calcu-
lated. :i.1he difference is taken to be the dipole moment of the CH bond, 
0.6 D c+~. It is obvious that the present calculation falls into the same 
class as that of Shull and Orgel, and that the atomic moment of carbon 
inside the cone, calculated by the Fermi-Thomas method must be subtracted 
from the CH moment, in order that the Fermi-Thomas calculation be meaningful. 
The dipole moment is then 
5.98 - (1.6 X 0 + 1.0 X 2.06) - 2.80 = 1.12 a.u. = 2.8 D c+H-
It is interesting to compare the results of the present work with that of 
Coulson and that of Orgel. The following is in a.u. 
Glazer and Reiss Coulson Orgel 
Electronic moment CH 5.98 2.156 1.60 
c 2.00 
·75 1.36 
Dipole moment CH bond 1.12 .157 .236 
If either Coulson's carbon moment or that of Orgel were used in the Fermi-
Thomas calculation, the resultant F-T moment of the CH bond would be greater 
than the moment obtained using theF-T carbon distribution. Coulson's 
moment of .75 and Orgel's moment of 1.36 for carbon when subtracted from 
the Fermi-'l~omas CH moment of 5.00 would lead to a larger CH bond dipole 
62 
moment than t he 1.12 a.u. obtained on us i ng theF-T carbon dipole moment 
of 2.80. It would t herefore be of little value to substitute either of 
the alterna tive carbon moments since they would lead to an increa se in the 
bond moment, whose value given by the F-T method is already much larger 
than one would expect. This large value (2.8 D) can probably be attributed 
to the poor description of the hydrogen distribution by the statistical 
model. 
VIII. Suggestions for Future Work 
The success obtained in applying t he Fermi-Thomas model to ICl and 
CB4, suggests that it be applied to large organic molecules with some 
degree of symmetr,y, to calculate electron distributions. The initial step 
in t his direction has been tal~n by March,45 and Coulson, March, and 
Altman, 46 who calculated the electron distribution in benzene by the Fermi-
Thomas method. In this calculation, an extension of the Hund method35 
was used, and compared to t he results of a molecular orbital calculation. 
The results obtained are of great significance, in that it is found that, 
0 
in the plane parallel to the plane of the nuclei at 0.35 A above it, there 
is only a very tiny region immediately above t he six-ca rbon nuclei, where 
the contribution from the -rr-electrons is as great as that of the o- -electrons. 
This means that the 11 -electrons may be thought of as practically 11 submerged" 
i n a larger sea of cr -electrons. 
This conclusion regarding the density, causes one to wonder how it is 
t hat so much progr ess has been made i n organic chemistry by considering 
the ~-electrons by themselves. Discussions of chemical reactivity, part icu-
larly for substitution reactions, a.nd of polarizability , bond length, 
resonance moment, ultraviolet absorption, etc. e,re almost always given in 
terms of1t.=electrons only. It can only be concluded that such calculations 
are less surely based, and therefore more empirical, than had previously 
been thought. The cr and the r,r--electrons cannot be clearly separated in 
this way. 
The Fermi-Thomas distribution was in good agreement with the LCAO 
calculation. 
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Table III. 
Numerical Solution of the Fermi-Thonas Equation for the 
CH Bond in Methane in the Cell Approximation 
The format of this Table and Table IV is as 
el e2 
ti 96 97 
ell 912 
The decimal point precedes 
·5732000000 ·5732000000 
t 0 ·5732000000 .5732000000 
·5732000000 .5732000000 
¢ 
e.3 
9g 
81.3 
the number ¢ 
·5732000000 
.5732000000 
·5732000000 
follows: 
e~+ 9 5 
99 910 
el~+ 915 
whose coordinates are ti, e~. 
·5732000000 
·5732000000 
a5732000000 
tl 
.5732000000 
-5732000000 
.5732000000 
cpCH 
5684396843 5684389437 5684381882 568437498 7 5684367969 
t, 5684360390 5684353336 5684346555 5684339854 5684333432 
56843274 71 5684321.809 5684316356 5684310943 5684305630 
5635146827 5635130279 5635114809 5635100133 5635084882 
t2 5635069801 5635055735 5635042068 5635029011 5635016613 
5635004935 5634993722 5634982780 5634972037 5634961578 
5584228695 5584203689 5584179892 5584156246 55841 3 31 3 1 
t3 5584111094 5584090178 5584070360 5584051607 5584033613 
5584016440 5583999796 5583983539 5583967714 5583952427 
5531630101 5531595519 5531562014 5531530430 5531500729 
t4 5531472264 5531445596 5531420601 5531396690 5531.373386 
5531350725 5531328653 5531307268 5531286546 5531266613 
5477339914 5477295639 54 77254 774 5477217355 5477181753 
t5 5477147907 5477116518 5477086873 54 77057794 5477028886 
5477000656 5476973353 5476946870 54 76921274 5476896864 
5421355480 5421304952 5421259495 5421216695 5421175973 
t6 5421137806 5421102125 5421067562 542103274 7 5420998148 
5420964345 5420931546 5420899889 5420869649 5420841024 
5363686153 5363631982 5363581231 5363533479 5363488683 
t7 5363446276 5363405684 5363365451 5363324604 53632840213 
5363244370 5363206124 5363169600 5363134911 5363101971 
cf>cH 
5304346095 5304286417 5304231042 53041 7922 7 5304129968 
ta 5304082229 5304035953 5303989594 5303942422 5303895754 
5303850343 5303806772 5303765289 5303725883 5303688732 
5243349921 5243285647 5243226138 5243169887 5243115093 
t9 5243061434 5243009199 5242956428 5242902714 5242849682 
5242798227 5242 749035 5242702423 5242658563 5242617365 
5180722172 5180654178 5180590667 5180528810 5180467891 
tiO 5180407955 5180349480 5180289699 5180228951 5180169139 
5180111461 5180056644 5180004987 5179956535 5179911509 
5116497502 5116425956 5116356984 5116288953 5116221377 
til 5116154621 5116089208 5116021715 5115953399 5115886498 
5115822301 5115761445 511570444 7 5115651673 5115603199 
5050719403 5050643005 5050567837 5050492648 5050417860 
tl2 5050343620 5050270576 5050194398 5050117821 5050043116 
5049971603 5049904384 5049842096 5049785002 5049733119 
4983439840 4983357155 4983275082 4983193084 4983110435 
tl3 498302 7657 4982945853 498285998 7 4982774113 4982690451 
4982610920 4982536642 4982468429 4982406707 4982351436 
4914719850 4914632235 4914544698 4914454866 4914363410 
tl4 4914271378 4914179791 4914082497 4913985340 4913891110 
4913801888 4913719267 4913644331 4913577510 4913518710 
cpCH 
4844642837 4844551683 4844457074 4844359025 4844257899 
r,5 4844154305 4844049969 484 3937995 4843826732 4843719217 
4843618111 4843525449 4843442605 4843370064 484330 791 7 
4 77330534 7 4 773209905 4773109142 4773001334 4 77288 7060 
r- 4 772 7682"1 9 4 772646928 
"16 
4772516207 4 772386842 4772262480 
4772146540 4 772041629 4771949207 4771870120 4771804524 
4 700821 634 4700723673 4700613989 4 700492456 4 700360 721 
... 
" 17 
4700221247 4 700077724 4699922789 4699769994 4699624067 
4699489271 4699368567 4699264111 4699177141 4699107772 
4627328156 4627224385 4627102545 4626962695 4626807703 
r 4626641426 4626468486 4626281659 4626098096 4625923907 18 
4625764123 4625622745 4625502712 4625405677 4625332159 
4552978119 4552867759 4552730187 4552566865 4552381358 
r 4552178873 4551966051 4551736858 4551512390 4551300147 19 
4551106713 4550937586 4550796818 4550686810 4550608411 
44 77957787 4477840147 4477683154 44 77488227 4477260894 
20 4477008896 
4476741877 4476455601 44 761 75291 4475910987 
4475671740 4475465045 4475296425 4475169412 4475085096 
4402490994 4402.365029 4402180705 4401941 782 4401656662 
r21 4401336815 4400995.387 4400630619 4400273385 4399937673 
4399635724 4399377759 4399171461 4399021544 4398929468 
q,CH 
4326841766 4326702695 4326480272 432618.0625 4325816208 
t22 4325402679 4324957577 4324484377 4324021271 432358719 1 
4323198986 4322870652 4322612697 432243154 7 4322329228 
4251322123 4251165424 4250890466 4250506885 4250031573 
t23 4249486807 4248897826 4248274714 424 7665039 4247095004 
4246587714 4246162444 4245833455 424560940 1. 4245493169 
4176311146 4176130526 4175782697 417528134 3 4174650867 
t24 4173922074 4173131848 4172300361 4171487194 4170728624 
4170056670 4169497538 4169070576 4 168 787602 4168652420 
4102270448 4102056959 4101605967 4100938468 4100088541 
t25 4099101893 4098030067 4096907769 4095811526 4094 791573 
4093891 729 4093147729 4092585812 4092221763 4092060519 
4029768752 4029506848 4028909069 402800 4864 4026845851 
t26 4025495901 4024028388 4022500199 4021010099 4019627453 
4018412354 4017413331 4016665589 4016190121 4015993206 
3959507306 3959176682 3958367682 3957128494 3955530766 
t27 3953667825 3951644432 3949548571 3947509957 3945624218 
3943973529 3942623308 3941620465 3940992245 3940746309 
3892372985 3891939281 3890830653 3889111530 3886890275 
t28 3884301112 3881494828 3878604262 3875801486 3873218668 
3870967245 3869134658 ;386 7782258 3866945059 3866631843 
cpCH 
3829487259 3828912441 3827368892 3824961978 3821849389 
t29 3818229030 3814317796 3810313310 3806447006 3802899846 
3799822036 3 79 7328 715 3795499238 3794377233 3793972464 
3772324612 3771533055 3769359339 3 765957572 3761565711 
t30 3756474965 3751001318 3745435352 3740089653 3735211289 
3730999939 3727605490 3725127996 3723620548 3723091851 
3722779141 3721675164 3718579616 3713732400 3707494580 
t31 3700301703 3692615412 3684859620 36 7745914 9 36707480 4 9 
3 6 64988980 3660372320 3657020 701 3654994884 3654299563 
3683394648 3681825232 3677369876 3670405559 3661488234 
t32 3651276012 3640448782 3629621852 3619373424 3610150212 
3602289875 3596027189 3591505580 3588788752 35878 71353 
3657586466 3655321916 3648840280 3638744032 3625908192 
t33 3611339556 3596045537 358 0915636 3566733455 3554085399 
3543393080 3534933296 3528861175 3525232851 3524023057 
3650025351 , 3646701352 3637153952 3622374590 3603763177 
t34 3582879855 3561226950 3540081122 3520493199 3503211773 
3488740123 3477380477 3469279120 3464464572 3462875004 
3667160377 3662199439 364 7945990 3626076055 3598879311 
t35 3568804299 3538098111 3508573372 3481610074 3458123253 
3438669461 3423535863 341281924 9 3406485866 3404411040 
cpCH 
3718074167 3710524111 3688903853 3656143045 3616069405 
~36 3572563595 3528986162 3487863630 3450940746 3419254279 
3393336318 3373377550 3359353806 3351113372 3348430987 
3815760251 3804008375 3770583645 3720821159 3661259180 
t37 3598075168 3536268905 3479248869 3429069669 3386740985 
3352605783 3.J26612965 3308503147 3297924895 3294500238 
397928 7785 3960465265 3907559463 3830766270 3741471616 
; 
t38 3649422399 3561993391 3483507137 3416040493 3360227677 
3315918485 3282586364 3259570251 3246208214 3241903064 
4237614629 4206303866 4120006679 3999362052 3864477365 
t39 3730106366 3607142726 3500337235 3410975010 3338623122 
3282139570 3240186082 3211482130 3194920266 3189606 782 
4637026675 4582128413 4435735023 4C!42396551 4037845449 
t40 3841406642 3670343735 3527538292 3411596440 331983.5924 
3249416782 3197771249 3162753114 3142667180 313624 72 7 0 
5257199999 5153500000 4892200000 4575600000 4267399999 
t41 3978743360 3745803080 3560006288 3413764310 3300568691 
3215098019 3153146542 3111485259 3087716301 3080143695 
5299999999 5200000000 4900000000 4599999999 4513999999 
t42 4122162625 3820828780 3589021581 3411290452 3276306898 
3 1 75772888 3103615343 3055421044 3028045489 3019346241 
cpCH 
5399999999 5299999999 5100000000 4800000000 4745000000 
t43 4246021526 3878081761 3603089586 3396419316 3241636570 
3127488097 3046127986 2992049528. 2961427932 2951 7151 71 
5599999999 5500000000 5299999999 5000000000 4902000000 
t44 4316018993 3897023996 3589448150 3360848122 3190871156 
3066122316 2977507093 2918750250 2885536552 2875013345 
5599999999 5500000000 5299999999 5000000000 4910000000 
t 4297309976 3858974798 3536902107 3297269477 3118885933 45 
2987835320 2894690044 2832931620 2798037083 2786987491 
5399999999 5299999999 5100000000 4800000000 4750000000 
t 4177844329 3755507823 3439236850 3200915961 3021859674 46 
2889419634 2794885225 2732102342 2696632907 2685408363 
5399999999 5299999999 5100000000 4800000000 4469000000 
t47 3972 712203 3590218017 3296065719 3070019053 2897496184 
2768345536 2675513039 2613801627 2579026428 2568048858 
5401299999 5267800000 4936199999 4530500000 4139999999 
~48 3704848595 3371518709 3110313968 2904919192 2744598201 
2622364796 253377831 7 2475300112 2442782836 2432614842 
4533669503 4456659378 4250865401 3974761845 3675812267 
t49 3367543195 3103165545 2885170716 2706881439 2562336117 
24 48608639 2365557316 2312926785 2285144331 2276739911 
.. 
cf>cH 
3856997858 3806265496 3664840805 3462410465 3230098483 
t50 2995730356 2795205687 2625254176 24 78061239 2349765995 
2241947873 2162466148 2120704870 2103030673 2098412397 
3296571101 3257934420 3146745668 2978049587 2773593122 
t51 2571572748 2442 764292 2333101141 2222014095 2106325833 
1992013532 1902204075 188 7735988 1894156984 18979064 75 
2817578245 2 783061200 2679 713875 2507856044 2267041188 
t52 1991946075 2023332438 2014862301 1949734126 1837492950 
1680133443 1504388871 1595482663 1662744137 1683762296 
2412457529 2378888277 2273601293 2074058807 1687567780 
t5'3 1528434590 1 70684594 7 1694956376 157742 7859 
1306273491 0000000000 1244291348 1440574474 1485731556 
2089533129 2060431764 1970384221 1809880331 1563093335 
t54 1260749476 1441437532 1530699600 1520988534 1432842323 
1268571073 1057709878 1219271059 1325801361 1358160018 
1847808968 1825673992 1759252271 1650655939 1512573003 
t55 1395797699 1 41 4 719968 1435964198 1417995475 1358940935 
1271846631 1 198 720200 1231332993 127396?225 1290008164 
1676203700 1660889953 16 .l6180601 154 7729738 1469373308 
t56 1407899530 13908464 72 1382394499 1360142994 1320216845 
1271859461 1236634203 1238066294 1251269763 1257383367 
cf:>cH 
1560572340 1550538465 1521754714 1479232761 1432208276 
1- 1393121745 1369780932 1351675018 1329286309 1300518819 
'57 
1270348139 1248340302 1241565786 1242880883 1244260263 
1488850660 1482384167 1463962861 1436985162 140678 7360 
r5s 1379194152 1357088399 13374284 74 1316707934 1294256332 
1272622119 1256025599 124 7094605 1243822408 1243159740 
1452838292 1448586003 1436450056 1418474170 1397587857 
1- 1376674193 1357183467 1338480431 1319563529 1300495501 l59 
1282698729 1268231098 1258456359 1253155936 1251528002 
1447957688 1444995587 1436474999 1423553588 1407821051 
1- 1390815160 1373442335 1355856394 1338023615 1320318083 l60 
1303683044 1289349978 1278376459 1271410699 1268966392 
1472383463 1470112934 1463529832 1453265218 1440168979 
t61 1425162733 1408838741 1391612415 137377261 a 1355799302 
1338420626 1322528219 1309138458 1299517413 1295539177 
1526282927 1 52429044 7 1518590326 1509486945 1497320091 
t62 1482887414 1466381029 1448449.934 1429376270 1409676783 
1389960134 137083521 4 1353162351 1338458684 1330130059 
.161156o37 
t63 .156754454 
.146191650 
.160934559 
.154949548 
.143801259 
.16o386759 
.152979594 
.141391115 
.159507430 
.150816356 
.139016446 
.158239618 
.148539771 
t 
0 
Table IV. 
Numerical Solution of the Fermi-Thomas Equation for 
·572022234 
·572022234 
·572022234 
Carbon in the Cell Approximation 
·572022234 
·572022234 
·572022234 
·572022234 
.572022234 
·572022234 
·572022234 
·572022234 
-572022234 
·572022234 
·572022234 
·572022234 
cpc 
5671231895 5671231835 5671231796 5671231842 5671231902 
r, 5671232029 5671232178 5671232316 5671232466 567123260 0 
5671232727 5671232842 5671232955 5671233069 5671233 1 86 
5620517863 5620517845 562051 794 7 5620518108 5620518356 
t2 5620518678 5620518984 5620519271 5620519562 5620519816 
5620520068 5620520300 5620520543 5620520781 5620521017 
5568032859 5568033117 5568033429 5568033799 55680342 78 
t3 5568034768 5568035197 5568035624 5568036031 5568036 414 
5568036793 5568037160 5568037531 5568037883 5568038218 
5513754990 5513755486 5513755974 5513756550 5513757192 
t4 5513757786 5513 758334 5513758883 5513759410 5513759933 
5513760442 5513760945 5513761427 5513761882 5513762318 
5457664858 5457665452 5457666093 545766684 7 5457667617 
t5 5457668311 54-57668980 5457669650 5457670305 5457670 963 
5457671608 5457672236 5457672829 5457673394 545767 3 936 
539974'6055 5399746802 5399747666 5399748594 539974 9466 
t6 5399750279 5399751073 5399 751865 5399752664 5399753467 
5399754241 5399754983 5399755689 5399756358 5399756997 
5339986257 5339987284 5339988345 5339989369 5339990336 
t7 5339991263 5339992176 5339993121 5339994073 5339995009 
5339995904 5339996761 5339997572 5339998343 5339999090 
8 
9 
10 
II 
' 12 
J3 
'14 
¢c 
5278377184 527837838 7 527837950 7 5278380619 5278381 700 
5278382756 5278383838 5278384941 5278386030 5278387095 
5278388107 5278389073 5278389989 5278390870 . 5278391 720 
5214914307 5214915568 5214916822 5214918082 5214919337 
5214920568 5214921810 5214923046 5214924265 5214925440 
5214926562 5214927630 5214928650 5214929631 5214930575 
5149597721 5149599255 5149600693 5149602139 5149603550 
5149604914 5149606280 5149607625 5149608968 51496 1 024 8 
5149611468 5149612634 5149613753 5149614823 5149615855 
5082432980 5082434591 50824361 77 5082437745 5082439278 
5 082440757 5082442224 5082443692 5082445141 5082446509 
5082447826 5082449088 5082450293 5082451447 5082452567 
501J429641 5013431397 5013433119 5013434852 5013436499 
5013438081 5013439668 5013441240 5013442793 5013444261 
5013445669 5013447014 5013448299 5013449534 5013450731 
4942603225 4942605121 4942607021 4942608844 4942610581 
4942612261 4942613955 4942615634 4942617293 4942618845 
4942620335 4942621758 4942623118 4942624428 4942625693 
486 99 74710 4869976750 4869978717 4869980624 4869982443 
4869984223 4869986020 4869987797 4869989553 4869991186 
4 8 69 9 927 49 4869994241 4869995675 4869997052 4869998382 
cpc 
4795570713 4 795572851 4 7955 74885 4 795576878 4 795578 788 
4795580657 4795582548 4 795584423 4795586268 4 79558 79 76 
15 
4795589608 4 7955911 74 4 795592678 4 795594124 4795595522 
4719423974 4719426133 4719428246 4 719430309 4719432297 
4 719434253 4719436231 4719438201 4719440137 4719441915 
16 
4719443621 4 719445265 4719446839 4 719448355 4719449813 
4641573183 4641575404 4641577584 4641579728 4641581806 
464158384 7 4641585930 
17 
4641588000 4641590024 4641591881 
4641593670 4641595389 4641597035 4641598614 4641600119 
4562063528 4562065818 4562068078 4562070299 45620 724 74 
' 18 
4562074613 4562076806 4562078976 4562081109 4562083063 
4562084942 4562086738 4562088453 4562090082 4562091627 
4480946641 4480948992 4480951316 4480953632 44809559 1 3 
448 0958170 4480960480 4480962770 4480965028 4 480967 083 
19 
4480969051 4480970928 4480972711 4480974393 4480975983 
4398280588 4398282982 4398285386 4398287826 4398290248 
4398292644 4398295081 4398297503 4398299891 4398302059 
20 
4398304133 4398306107 4398307972 4398309718 4398311352 
4314129996 4314132440 4314134953 4314137517 4314140101 
4314142688 4314145242 4314147810 4314150358 4314152673 
21 
4 31 4154890 4314156992 4314158956 4314160774 4314162443 
cpc 
4228565997 4228568470 4228571070 4228573763 4228576562 
t22 
4228579572 4228582122 4228584873 4228587644 4228590165 
4228592576 422859483 7 4228596918 4228598809 4228600508 
4141666042 4141668541 4141671216 4141674055 4141677042 
t23 4141680111 4141683214 4141686340 4141689436 4141692249 
4141694912 4141697372 4141699602 4141701583 4141703318 
4053513970 4053516511 4053519317 4053522387 4053525669 
t24 4053529072 4053532670 4053536265 4053539803 4053543011 
4053546011 4053548744 4053551176 4053553281 4053555055 
3964199834 3964202431 3964205466 3964208861 3964212564 
t 3964216481 3964220677 3964224891 3964229038 3964232784 25 
3964236247 3964239357 3964242061 3964244329 3964246152 
3873819524 3873822271 3873825577 3873829419 3873833726 
t26 3873838370 3873843392 3873848457 3873853426 3873857910 
3873862018 387386564 7 3873868729 3873871221 3873873110 
37824 74585 3782477413 3782481 090 3782485576 3782490 766 
t27 3782496456 
3 782502622 3782508864 3782514969 3782520486 
3782525490 3 782529842 3782533445 3782536241 3782538216 
3690271425 3690274373 3690278621 3690284065 3690290528 
t28 3690297688 3690305478 
3690313375 3690321066 3690328035 
3690334288 3690339643 3690343963 3690347181 3690349274 
- -- ~-~.-- " 
cpc 
3597321156 359 7324356 359 7329458 3597336310 3597344567 
t29 
3597353855 3597363951 3597374181 3597384121 3597393120 
3597401114 3597407860 3597413178 3597416978 3597419238 
3503738964 3503742562 3503748956 3503757794 3503768678 
t 3503781012 3503794407 3503807966 3503821070 35038329 23 
30 
3503843355 3503852030 3503858 725 3503863329 3503865825 
3409643248 3409647497 3409655685 3409667432 3409682096 
t3! 
3409698874 3409717021 3409735331 3 4 09752926 3409768 796 
3 4 09782614 3409793945 3409802530 3409808241 3409811 065 
3315154715 3315159744 3315170540 3315186527 3315206801 
t32 3315230061 3315255095 3315280230 33 1 5304 1 97 3315325689 
3315344190 3315359183 3315370352 3315377566 3315380 8 44 
3220394585 3220400805 3220415510 32204 3 7838 322046638 4 
t33 3 2 20 499 189 3220534283 3220569268 32206 0 2279 322063 1636 
3220 6 56612 322067658 7 3220691242 3220700479 322070 4370 
3125483735 3125491882 3125512339 312554 4016 31255848 47 
t34 3125631852 3125681775 3125731020 3125776896 312581 7 2 1 8 
3125851051 3125877753 3125897058 3125908974 3125913 6 8 2 
30 3 0 540758 3030551513 3030580283 3030 625693 3030684895 
t35 3030753291 3030825321 3030895382 
3030959542 3031015047 
3 031060882 3031096517 3031121921 3031137320 3031143098 
¢c 
2935678500 2935692991 2935733415 2935798681 2935885500 
t36 
2935986792 2936092338 2936192984 2936283044 2936359375 
2936421195 2936468479 2936501700 2936521528 2936528668 
2841002388 2841021559 2841077093 2841169921 2841298140 
t37 
2841451645 2841609177 2841754977 2841881449 2841985823 
2842068462 2842130526 2842173491 2842198 777 2842207594 
2746607711 2746631585 2746703526 2746830597 2747019412 
t 2747260815 2747501319 2747713741 2747890389 2748031441 38 
2748140266 2748220413 2748275071 2748306830 2748317633 
2652580832 2652606577 2652687908 2652844975 2653113162 
t 2653520002 2653896719 2654205314 2654448227 2654634941 39 
2654775103 2654876302 2654944330 2654983412 2654996454 
2559008528 2559027809 2559092435 2559235640 2559553519 
t40 2560339769 
2560937808 2561374622 2561697722 2561936954 
2562112030 2562236189 2562318589 2562365472 2562380889 
2465999999 2465999999 2465999999 2465999999 2465999999 
t41 2467929296 2468811408 2469381217 2469786433 2470079399 
2470289877 2470437064 2470533747 2470588334 2470606092 
2378099999 2378099999 2378099999 2378099999 2378099999 
t42 2377167194 2377764716 
2378387773 2378861473 2379203185 
237944580 7 2379613744 2379 723245 2379784 734 2379804587 
---~ 
cpc 
2280999999 2281000000 2281000000 22e1000000 2281000000 
t43 2285841899 228 7591458 2288494177 2289060806 2289445883 
2289713693 2289897518 2290016882 2290083 729 2290105210 
2196799999 2196799999 2196799999 2196799999 2196799999 
t44 
2198036179 2199183083 2199990302 2200550901 2200945049 
2201222798 2201414599 2201539515 2201609554 2201632014 
2110699999 2110699999 2110699999 2110699999 2110699999 
t45 2111433003 2112250619 2112926310 2113439834 21 1 38 1 8 4 71 
211 4 092169 2114283859 2114409699 2114480544 211450326 7 
2025199999 2025199999 2025199999 2025199999 2025199999 
t46 2026028271 2026753438 2027349 739 2027816358 2028169987 
2028430856 2028616127 2028 738860 2028808325 2028830632 
1 94 1 1 99999 1941200000 1941200000 194120 0 000 1941200000 
t47 1 9 4209 1 902 
1 942 79574 7 1943345378 1943771 598 19440971 1 7 
1 9 4 4 340083 1944514500 1944630992 194469 7 27 4 194471859 7 
1858599999 1858599999 1858599999 1858599999 1858599999 
t48 1 8 59796653 1860507515 1861014300 1861398759 1861692 8 24 
1861 9 14173 18620 74532 1862182450 1862244168 1862 2 6 4 067 
1 778505659 1 778520315 1 778569945 1 7786 7 9 921 1778923 072 
t49 1 779520652 1780040831 1780457083 1 780 786305 178104355.:.: 
1 7 8 1240 0 63 1 781384032 1781481727 1781537907 1781556069 
cpc 
!206215200 1206222280 1206242798 12062 75491 1206318283 
t57 
1 ._? 0 6 3 6 8 4 0 1 1206422755 1206477936 1206530902 1206578994 
1206620283 1206653343 1206677268 1206691626 1206696389 
1143950821 1143956250 1143971964 1143996983 1144029717 
t58 1144068104 
1144109872 1144152459 1144193557 1144231067 
1144263448 1144289485 1144308400 1144319781 1144323566 
1083833355 1083837441 1083849261 1083868077 1083892 715 
t59 1083921648 1083953218 1 OB 398551 5 1084016808 1084045477 
1084070311 1084090358 1084104959 1084113773 1084116712 
1025859626 1025862598 1025871166 1 o2.5B84 ,a 1 7 1025902689 
t60 1025923709 
1 02 5946 704 1025970284 1025993200 1026014220 
1026032496 1 02604 7281 1 026058 094 1 026064625 1026066803 
0970015418 0970017384 0970023085 0970032166 0970044061 
t61 0970058060 
0970073413 0970089184 0970104507 0970118602 
0970130866 0970140836 0970148129 0970152537 0970154012 
0916274881 0916275904 091 62 78850 0916283540 0916289683 
t62 0916296918 0916304881 0916313029 0916320970 0916328259 
0916334646 0916339831 0916343631 0916345927 0916346696 
b 
.cB647148 
... 
. 086467148 .086467148 .086467148 . 086467148 
t63 .086467148 .086467148 . 086467148 .o8646714g .086467148 
.086467148 .086467148 .086467148 . 086467148 .086467148 
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ABSTRACT 
In the treatment of atoms or molecules with ma~ electrons, the accur-
ate quantum theory involving solution of the wave equation in many dimensional 
space is far too complicated to be practicable. One must therefore resort 
to approximate methods. The best of these is Hartree's method of the self-
consistent field. Even this is hardly practicable when one bas to deal 
with many electrons, so that a simpler and rougher method is required. The 
chemist more than the physicist often derives valuable assistance from the 
semiquantitative sort of information which the cruder methods are capable 
of yielding. 
Such a method is provided by the Fermi-Thomas atomic model. This 
model has been used successfully in the treatment of atoms, but very little 
attempt has been made to extend this method to the treatment of even the 
simplest molecules. This research is concerned with the appl~cation of 
this model to two types of simple molecules, the diatomic molecule, exempli-
fied by iodine chloride and the tetrahedral molecule, methane. 
I. Iodine Chloride 
The Fermi-Thomas equation for the potential is given by 
where 
grr C V) 3/-z_ \=-~ -z:-~ 
and where for a completely degenerate electron gas, f: is the number 
density of electrons at a point of configuration space where the potential 
is v. 
b'or the treatment of diatomic molecules it is convenient to use confocal 
elliptic coordinates, s, t, ~· The Ferrd-Thomas equation, taking account 
of axial symmetry then becomes, 
# lt) JVJ - - · S"-1)-Jf.Z.(s~-t}--J ~~ ( - d~ 
with the associated boundary conditions 
\J:: 0 
;,~ Vvo.. =-1-ae 
r;. -/' t:J 
It~ fr-1::1 == :fbe 
tb -"?0 
S =-.I T=-- I ~ 
S'=-1)-t;=l 
This problem was then rephrased in terms of the already existing solution . 
for the isolated atom tabulated by G6mbas in "Die Statistische Theorie 
des Atoms.'• 
.# ~ cs~ •) li d (r-t")~ J 4---os. ~t-L'-fs~t-z--J 
with the 
/;;..., 
$b~o 
boundary 
tf =-o 
conditions 
S=- oc:. 
$ -=- I' 7::-=-- I 
S ::. I J -f:-=- 1 
-
t3}4_ 
In order to solve this non-linear partial differential equation, the 
2 
Relaxation Method of Southwell was chosen. To refer the problem contained 
in the above equations to iodine chloride, it is necessary to choose the 
magnitude of L, Za, and Zb so that they correspond to t he measured bond 
distance (reduced from R, of course), in ICl, and the atomic numbers of 
3 
iodine and chlorine respectively. To set the problem up in finite differ-
ence form, a rectangular net of uniform mesh size must be constructed from 
the coordinate lines s and t. (The net must be rectangular, despite the 
fact physically sand t are not actually rectangular coordinates.) 
Haference to the boundary conditions shows that one of the physically 
important boundaries of the problem lies at S = ~. ~his demands the net 
be infinite in the S direction. Since a numerical operation must be per-
formed at each mesh point, this represents an untenable situation. The 
transformation S = 1-l~~ was used, giving 
{[~t-~(l•tJ-aJ d0~] + ~ [·;~ ~]" LLQ•-1))~_-c-J f3k 
Boundaries excluding the nuclei were utilized because the so~tion is -
singular at the nucleus. Along these boundaries the superposition of the 
potentials was taken as the solution. Near the nuclei the net was further 
subdivided (graded) bec~tse the solution changes rapidly here, reducing the 
accuracy of the finite difference approximation. 
After the relaxation procedure had been carried out, the election 
density was calculated from the value of the potential at the various mesh 
points. 
The dipole moment of the molecule was obtained by evaluating the integral 
using Simpson's Rule for cubature. The nuclear charges were assumed to be 
point charges located at the nuclei with values z1 and Zc1• The result 
obtained was 0.3 Debye [I+ Cl-]. This result has a reasonable sign and the 
value compares numerically with the estimated experimental value 0.57D. 
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II • }.1:et hane 
.l!'or the treatment of the methane molecule the pyramid·s formed by the 
planes bisecting the H-C-H bond angles were taken as elements of symmetry. 
Each of these pyramids encloses a C-H bond, and the four close pack to form 
the methane molecule. In analogy with the cell method in solid state physics, 
where the unit cell in a cr.ystal is replaced by a sphere of equal volume in 
a successful approximation, we have replaced the pyramid by a cone of equal 
volume. The problem then becomes the solution of the ..l!'ermi-Thoma.s equation 
for the potential within this cone, subject to the appropriate boundary 
conditions. In spherical polar coordinates, the equation becomes 
= 
o'- v 3)L.._ 
.) 
3 /-z_. (zme 
with the boundary conditions 
v-::.. 0 
;,;... V r -:- :fc e_ 
r-~70 
;,;.... VY = ~I+ e... 
r- _.., ~"'~+ • e ~ o 
Conditions of symmetry were used at e .:..0, 6=9"" (max. value of e). 
The problem was solved on the IBM 701 Electronic Data Processing Machines 
using the Extrapolated Liebmann Method. Boundaries were chosen about each 
nucleus on which the superposition solution was used. The transformation 
t 
r = e reduced the interval near carbon, and the transformation 
<P-=-11'e·t/L.(z.V)7'-z.... was also used. The equation 'l'tas solved twice, for carbon 
alone. and then for carbon-hydrogen. The follm'ling charge and moment 
integrals were obtained. 
Carbon: Charge = 1.58 atomic units; Moment = 2.80 a.u. 
Carbon-Hydrogen: Charge = 2.63 atomic units; Moment = 5.98 a.u. 
The dipole moment is calculated to be 
M-:. J-1 '- a.(.,l. ::. 2. ~ Y..eby-e Cc + H-] 
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There is no d.efini te experimental value for this moment, but moat informa-
tion indicates it is small. Coulson who has done the most work in this 
field considers c+ H- to be probable in methane with o.lm as the magnitude. 
Thus the Fermi-Thomas method gives a reasonable sense for the moment, but 
a very large magnitude. This is probably due to the fact that the Fermi-
Thomas atomic distributions at large distances go to zero much more slowly 
than the quantum mechanical distributions, thus leading to a location of 
the centroid of charge further from the nucleus, and a larger dipole 
moment. 
